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ISSUES BEFORE

THE LABOUR PANEL OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION.

( The accompanying are the answers of Shri S.A.Dange 

and Shri A.K. Gopalan, M.P., Members of the Labour 

Panel, to questions raised for discussion in the 

Panel meeting of 17th September 1955. )



ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS

A. ON INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

1.

not

Labour Legislation - Should the laws relating to trade unions and 
industrial relations be revised?

The laws be revised in the direction of making them simpler and 
m the direction of making them all-embracing and intricate.

Government note suggests changes which will be harmful to tte deve
lopment of.trade unions, their strength and independence, capacity of collec
tive bargaining, and the growing initiative of the workers themselves.

, „ . Bven.the present laws tend to replace trade unions by Governmental
machinery allied with the desire to develop only such trade unionism 

SX thf? poli"ies of the ^ate run by one particular political
party that is the Congress Party and policies which in their min trend help 
the employers as against the claims of the workers.

This development must be reversed.

2. Outsiders Should the number of outsiders on union 
executives be reduced from 50 to 25 percent?

+ ™.+ = -^YeS’ °utsiders percentage te reduced. But the definition of
a V1°ti91Sed °r di8Cfe^d

all are qU^e Prepared t0 abolish all outsiders from executives in
Setae r’V-0- - guaranteed protection against
is on thetxeotaS^ Ransfers on anjr ground whatever till such tins as he 

executive and three years after he ceases to be on the executive.

3. Protection of office )
bearers against )
possible victimisation)

How should office bearers of a union be 
protected against victimisation?

transfers comPlete immunity from discharge, dismissal orXee ZraXT^WhatereVm SUCh tine as ttey holf the posts and for 
that under thP h^+ eafe to office-bearers, though it should be noted 
proof system oZnrot ^+FStem °f ^d Government, there can be no fool-
"model"7and the laro-P^10n fga^nst vi^timisation. The Government itself as a 
nndAr ____ g ^employer carried out victimisation in its establishment

------- . And private employers do it worse.under one excuse or another.

4. Recognition of trade
unions.

(b)

Should there be a statutory recognition 
of unions as representative?
If so, on what conditions?
What should be the rights of such repre
sentative unions?

The 
workers might 
States and in

Government should notlike tn hm-iw ' LC' inberfere in the type of unions that the
the Centr^ C -themselves to defend their interests. In many 

such Governmental directives^Ttids al Sll^l ,S"ch laws give
trade union belonging to Only to the Srowth of the
Government comdains that twdp P ^ltlCalP^ty, namely the Congress and yet 
and that it ™ tteX s^feVrcm dairies of political parties
in the appointment of trioarti + p0 ° allow this. In the settlement of disputes,
ing employers to recognise only boards» in encourag-
own establi, W particular unions and not others and in their
^cSc! PraCt\Ce and the Motion of their laws and

tto U Central T-U- ^^lon to tatlon as
building^epresent at ive tJad^unilns Ind Party* Under the plea of

and practice is trying to build a tvoe raco^nised unions, Governtal legislation 
State-owned trade unionism. unionism which nay be termed as

There are cases on record where Gwemrent has patronised and aided
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- 2 -the workers have a right for the same, as the sharing of the profits has been accepted as a legitimate claim of the workmen.Above all the SupremeSourt has failed, to understand' the distinction between the ordinary judicial authorities and the industrial courts, 'The function of conciliation and arbitration is to establish a compromise between the interests of the parties in the dispute and create a new basis for their mutual relations - that is to say make law and not as in the judicial settlement of a dispute on rights, to interpret it".In the dispute between Caltex (India) Ltd., New Delhi and their workmen the L.A.T. held that when the workmen demanded 2 months basic wages as bonus their subsequent claim for three months consolidated wages, is unjustified.It is surprising why greater value should be placed on the original demand. Was not the worker justified in am making a subsequent demand if he comes to know that the profits of the company warrant a greater share for himself? The L.A.T. would not apply its ownformula and decide ths quantumjon the other hand it would take the juristic stand that the original claim was only for 2 months.3. In the dispute between Gujerat Spg & Wvg Mills Ltd. and the Textile Labour Association, Ahmedabad Millowners' Association and ethers, the L.A.T. held that the proposition that one mills profits should be taken in order to pay another mill's bonus when the latter has not made sufficient profits, is unsupportable on existing notions of social justice,. Collective liability for the payment of bonus is something which could not be secured except by agreement of the mills and the workmen concerned.4-* the dispute between Thacker & Co.Ltd, and their workmen, the Industrial Tribunal, Bombay following the decision of the L.A.T, held that provision for depreciation at Statutory rate must be made from the profits for the year in question even though it was not provided for in the profit and loss statement.Bonus if at all has to Ise paid out of the profits that have secured durirg the year.in question. Amounts received by way of post-war refund or adjustment of taxation cannot be called profits of the year in question. Thus tire excess profits tax refund credited in the year in question could not be included in the Profits for the purpose of bonus.Provision for taxation must be made on the basis of the profits of the year in question, though the employer would not have to pay actually the tax due to the fact that the losses incurred in the previous years, if carried forward and adjusted against the profits of the year in question, iftould have no assessable profits. This judgment is interesting for the following points: (1) the court will all«w depreciation as allowed by income tax authorities even though the company does not show the same depreciation in its balance sheet. The Court is not ’concerned with the actual depreciation or what the company claims as depreciation. It should give its judgment an the basis of the LAT formula; (2) tte amount received back as the result of taxation adjustment will not >e treated as profits for the purpose of the formula, but the company will be allowed to claim a certain amount by way of taxation even if it has not to pay anything as income tax. The reason why taxation is allowed as a prior charge is that it has to be paid but the tribunal allows the taxation included in the calculation of the company even though no tax has to be paid.The formula has to be applied and the year's result must be valued in isolation.The Industrial Tribunal, U.P.in the dispute between Haji Abdul Khaliq Steel Trunk Factory and three others and their workmen held that the claim for bonus for the year 1950-51 made in May 1952 was belated and hence not maintena- ble. The fact that the employer omitted to raise such defence in the conciliation proceedings or in his written state nent, must not be' allowed, to stand in the way of entertaining the objection of the employer.The claim of the worker falls because it is belated, but the failure of the employer to raise this as defence is purely a technical mistake which should not be allowed to strike at the root of his defence IThe L.A.T. in its decision on the dispute between Millowners' Association, Bombay and Rashtriya Mill Mazdoor Sangh while accepting that by definition wages
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include bonus laid down that these are separate concepts and their place in the 
order of profits need not be the sane. Till the living wage is attained bonus 
is a deferred wage and should have priority on the same basis as wages. Again 
in another case between the same parties the L.A.T. laid down with regard to 
lay off compensation that if any compensation is to be paid it will have to be 
out of profits and in order that labour force of another year may not suffer 
such payment must come out of the profits of the particular year. The demand 
for lay off compensation is therefore really one of additions to bonus when 
therefore a substantival bonus has been agreed upon, the same should not be 
reopened and in these circumstances there would be no scope for grant of compen
sation for lay off which occured during that year.

The L.A.T. made a curious formulation that involuntary unemployment 
relief is a compensation to be paid out of the profits 1 The tribunal does not 
seem to have accepted the implied rights of the worker to be provided with 
employment or wages in lieu of the same as long as contract of employment lasts. 
There is a binding obligation on the part of the worker to work and so there is 
a necessary implication that the worker should be given work to enable him to 
do his part on the bargain, as otherwise the bargain is of one-sided character.

The L.A.T's decision on the dispute between Model Mills etc., Textile 
mills Nagpur and their workmen, is of particular interest. It reiterates the 
position that full rate of statutory depreciation must be made inspite of the 
fact that the amount actually provided for by the employer as depreciation was 
less than such amount. No distinction should be drawn between bonus shares and 
paid up capital in the matter.of return which they should receive. Every encour
agement must be given to the ploughing back of the profit into the industry. 
In the instant case 5% return was allowed in the paid up capital as well as 
capital constituted out of bonus shares.-

The amount of excess profit tax during the year in question should be 
excluded from the trading profits. Further incometax calculated on the trading 
profits of the year in question must be.deducted as a prior charge from the 
profits even though exemption under the Incometax Act is granted for the year 
in question taking into consideration the past year's losses.

In the dispute between the Associated Cement Co. and their workmen, the 
Industrial Tribunal, Bombay allowed the amount earmarked for gratuity to be 
deducted as a prior charge for the purpose of deciding the quantum of bonus for 
the workers.

The following is the extract from the judgment in the dispute between 
Bennett .Coilman and ^o. and their workmen:

"On the question as to whether the following items -could be deducted 
from gross profits, viz. (a) initial depreciation on a new machine put into 
commission during the year in question; (b) initial depreciation on the extension 
of a building which was however sold at a profit subsequently during the year 
m question; . (c) unabsorbed depreciation and loss incurred in the previous
years or alternatively such amount of income tax as would become payable on'the 
profits, if the said items are not adjusted against it, and (d) 10 percent return 
on preference shares which formed the bulk of the capital of the company for 
calculating the available surplus, held that it is the well-established practice 
of this Tribunal to allow the depreciation that is permissible to an assesses 
under the Incometax Act. Under S.10(2) (vi) of the Indian Incometax Act, it is 
clear that initial depreciation is given in respect of the year of installation. 
Hence initial depreciation on the machinery that was put into production during 
the year in question should be allowed. Likewise initial depreciation on the new 
extension to the building of the company must be allowed. The fact that it was 
subsequently sold at profit has no relevancy in determining available surplus, 
as it is only a capital gain, liable to tax, subject to S.10(2)(vii) of the 
Incometax Act. If it is urged that there could be no depreciation on a building 
which no longer belonged to the company, the latter would be entitled to ask for 
some allowance by way of rent for the period during which the building was used 
by the company and in the instant case, the rent would amount to more than the 
initial depreciation claimed...................................

"Unabsorbed depreciation and loss incurred during prior years are allowed 
under S,24\2) of the Indian Incometax Act to be adjusted against the profits of a 
future year. Where the company claims either to adjust this amount against gross 
profits or to deduct such amount of incometax as would be payable on the profits 
if the said two items are not to be adjusted, labour cannot be permitted to refuse 
relief resting on unabsorbed loss and depreciation and at the same time try to get
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benefit for itself (by refusing provision for tax) resting on that very items 
which are permitted to be adjusted by the incometax authorities (which will result 
in reduced incometax or no tax at all),

Where the. bulk of the share capital consists of 10 percent cumulative 
preference shares, which came into existence a long time ago in circumstances in 
which the bona fide of the company is not open to doubt, it is not open to the 
tribunal to allow.a return of only 6 percent on those shares on the ground that if 
an excessive rate is allowed on preference shares, it might induce established 
concerns to issue such shares at excessive rates,1’

The adjudicator had allowed only 6% on the preference shares but the L.A.T. 
raised it to 10% on the ground that the interest payable on these shares is a matter 
of contract and should not be lightly disturbed.

The Full Bench of the Labour Appellate Tribunal of India rejected the claim 
of the workers of the Madras Electric Tramways Ltd. to a share in the Reserve Fund 
o± the company following its closure in April 1953.

The Special Industrial Tribuhal, Madras, had granted the workers a 50% share 
in the Reserve Fund of the company and half a month's basic wage for every completed 
year of service upto a maximum of six months wages.

Both the Union Govt and the management of the Tramways filed appeals against 
the decision of the Tribunal.

The Govt stated that if the right of workers for a share in the Reserve Fund 
was.accepted, it would have serious repercussions on the capital structure of public 
limited companies.

The Tribunal held that the Lower Court's assumption that workmen were entitled 
to a substantial share in the reserves of the company as if by right has never been 
conceded, much less allowed in the past. Property of the company could be distributed 
only among the shareholders. The Tribunal further stated that the labour force which 
contributed to the building up of the reserve fund of a company was not a constant 
factor. The employees could in no way be regarded as representatives of the older 
generation of workers. As regards profit sharing itself, the Tribunal said that the 
profit sharing scheme was in a "nebulous state" in India resting on the tentative report 
of a Committee not yet implemented by the Govt of India. Workers had hence no legal 
claim to a share in the assets of a company at the time of the winding up of the 
concern.

The Labour Appellate Tribunal however, increased the quantum of retrenchment 
relief to half a month's basic wages for every completed year of service without a 
ceiling.

It is skkc interesting to note that the Govt of India itself had rusted to the 
rescue of the employer and got a decision to the effect that there can be no partner
ship. between the workers and the share-holders. The reserves were created with the 
profit and the basis of the profits is the surplus value which the labour produced. 
While the present share-holders are entitled to the assets, the present body of workers 
are.not entitled to represent the past workers. While the present worker is not 
entitled to a share.in the reserves, the present employer has got every right for the 
surplus value even in the shape of reserves I

The above judgments clearly show that the Supreme Court, LAT and Industrial 
Tribunals have taken a legalistic approach on the question of bonus. The LAT's formula 
on bonus continues to be the basis for deciding the quantum of bonus.

The INTU0's formula based on the agreement in Ahmedabad Textile industry 
that.bonus would be payable only out of an available surplus of profit after making 
provision for all the prior charges, i.e. statutory depreciation and development 
rebate, taxes,.reserves for rehabilitation, replacement and modernisation of block 
including a fair return on paid up capital. The fair return is taken as laid down 
in the full.bench formula of the L.A.T. at 6% on paid up capital in cash or other
wise including bonus shares and on reserve employed on working capital. The bonus 

oe paid to the employees out of the available surplus at a rate not less than 
4.8,6 and not more than 25% of the basic wages earned during the year in question. 
Ihe actual payment of bonus will be regulated as follows:

"(1) If in.any year, a mill has an available surplus of profit, which is 
adequate for granting bonus at a rate higher than the ceiling of 25 percent and it
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pays the maximum, it will set aside a part of the residue not exceeding 25
percent of the basic wages to a 'reserve' for bonus for ’set-on' adjustment in
subsequent years. At no time the reserve is to exceed an amount equivalent to
25 percent of the basic wages earned during the year. This ’reserve’ would be
utilised for making up the deficit in any subsequent year when the profits are 
inadequate to pay bonus as provided in the agreement.

"(2) A mill whose profit is not adequate to provide for all prior 
charges or has suffered loss will pay a minimum bonus of percent of the 
basic wages earned without creating a precedent. Such a mill will be entitled 
to 'set-off' the amount bo paid against the amount of bonus that will be payable 
in subsequent years.

"t3) If th£ available surplus of profit of a mill in a particular 
year is adequate to grant bonus at a rate lower than the ceiling, the quantum 
of bonus will be fixed in such a manner that there will remain with the mill 
at least Rs.10,000 after granting bonus. This sum is not tobe mixed up with the 
amount ’set-on’.

"(4) If in respect of any year, a mill has available surplus of 
profits which can pay bonus at a rate lower than the minimum rate fixed under 
the agreement, and it pays bonus at the minimum rate, it will be entitled to 
'set-off1 the excess amount thus paid by it to make up the minimum bonus against 
the amount of abonus that would be payable in subsequent years in the following 
manner

If in the subsequent year, the available suiplus of profits of the 
mill is adequate to grant bonus at the maximum rate, the mill will first take 
out of the amount thus payable as bonus the set-off amount carried over from a 
previous year and will distribute the remaining amount as bonus . If in a subse
quent year the available surplus or profits is adequate only to grant bonus at 
a rate lower than the maximum, the mill will first set aside out of the available 
surplus at least Rs.10,000 and out of the balance will take out the ’set-off 
amount carried over from a previous year."

The. agreement provides that the amount of reserve for bonus set aside 
for ’set-on* and similar unadjusted amount of 'set-off' shall lapse at the termi
nation of the agreement in 1957.

The INTUC formula has all the defects of the LAT formula. The agree
ment also provides that the amount of reserve for bonus set aside for’set-on' and 
similar unadjusted amount of ’set-off shall lapse at the termination of the 
agreement in 19571 The fair return is calculated on the basis of the LAT formula.

The industry produced in 1953-54, 4960 million yards of cotton piece 
goods compared to the production target of 4700 yards laid down by the First Five 
Year Plan. The millowners hope to keep up the same pace of production and force 
the Govt.to allow them greater share of cloth production than that fixed in the 
Second Five Year.Plan period. Under the conditions, the Ahmedabad agreement 
putting a low ceiling on bonus is definitely in the interest of the employers 
who.even under the LAT formula may have to pay more as is evident from the recent 
decision of the LAT in the Tiruchirappalli Textile Mills award wherein tie 
Tribunal had to allow 8 months' basic wages as bonus, which is the highest sjksl 
ever awarded in the country.



FOR INFORMATION. (No.2)

UNEMPLOYMENT .

The overall unemployment situation, as reflected by Employment 
Exchange registers, is that since the beginning of 1953 the cumulative number 
of registered unemployed at the end of the calendar months has increased from 
4.5 lacs to 6.5 lacs. In the intervening period there have of course been 
seasonal increases and decreases. Apart from these seasonal trends, however, 
there can be little doubt that the volume of employment-seekers who are pre
senting themselves to the Employment Exchange is steadily increasing. It is, 
of course, recognised that the limited coverage of the Employment Exchanges and 
the small staff employed by them inhibits the number of registrations effected, 
and, in consequence, the probability is that there is a good deal more unemplo
yment in the country man is visible through the statistics of this agency.

Whereas the Live Register of the unemployed has been appreciating 
during the last three years, the statistics of the Exchanges indicate that 
except in the public sector, where some additional employment has been created, 
the job opportunities have remained more or less static throughout the period. 
An increase of job opportunities ia the public sector in general was off-set by 
a tendency for vacancies to decline in the private sector. Here again, it must 
be remembered that Employment Exchange statistics by no means reveal the full 
facts, because unlike the Central Government, neither the State Governments nor 
the private employers utilise the Exchanges as extensively as might be hoped. 
State Governments do, however, provide quite a lot of job opportunities to 
Exchange registrants. The private sector has provided fewer openings.

The employment situation in general might, therefore, be described 
as disappointing and inadequate to meet the requirements of the increasing labour 
force. The labour intensive Second Five Year Plan is, therefore, a most timely 
and necessary development to meet the present situation.

No,of applicants on the live registers

15th Aug.47 to 31st Deer 1947
1948

236,734
.. 239,033

1949 .. 274,335
1950 • • .. 330,743

1951 • • .. 328,719
1952 • • .. 437,571
1953 • • .. 522,360
1954 • • .. 609,780
April -1954 .. .. 526,290
May n • • 532,925
June • • 548,394
July n • • ,. 588,837
August !t • • .. 599,360
September n • • .. 590,538
October u • • .. 569,134
November ft • • .. 583,214
December ft • • .. 609,780
January 1955 .. 613,942
February n • • .. 605,933
March tf • • .. 595,828
April fl • • .. 606,506

(Source: Indian Labour Gazettej and 
Employment News.
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FCR INFORMATION (No. 3)

INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS

After a sharp fall in 1949, the total number of industrial 
accidents continued to increase steadily. In 1952 the total number of 
compounded accidents went down which is evidently due to the fact that 
Employees State Insurance Corporation took over the responsibility of 
paying compensation in Kanpur and Delhi and the authorities did not try 
to collect the necessary statistics from these places. In 1953, the 
number of accidents increased by about 5^ over that of 1952. The total 
accident rate in 1953 was 17.8 per thousand workers which is the highest 
rate since 1950. The rates of death and permanent disablement have also 
shown an upward t^end. In 1953, the rate per 1000 workers was 0.35, the 
permanent disablement rate was 1.31 and of temporary disablement 16.1. 
Of the 61,742 accidents which occured in 1953, 1.96 percent resulted in 
death, 7.36 percent in permanent disablement and the remaining 90.68 per
cent in temporary disablement.

Mines, Docks, Ports, Railways and Tramways are considered 
to be the group® having the highest accident rate. Among them mines 
recorded the highest. The rising tendency in the accident rate continued 
in 1953 in the building and construction industry; the rate increased 
from 7.4 to 13.07. Appreciable rise was recorded in Tramways and facto
ries where the rate increased from 20.11 and 16.03 respectively in 1952 to 
23 . 83 and 19.94 respectively 1953. The drive for greater productivity 
has meant increasing accidents in all industries.

The following table shows the comparative figures of accid
ents j

Mis cellaneous

Industry, 1952 
Accident rate per 

1000

1953
Accident rate per 

1000

Factories 16.03 19.94

Plantation 1.75 2.06

Mines 25.96 44»42

Railways 20.04 19.89

Dock & Port 28.56 28.52

Tramways 20.11 23.83

Post & Telegraph 1.06 1.69

C.P.W.D. 2.66 1.94

Building & Construction 7.48 13.07

Municipalities 0.98 0.77

23.89 25.25
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(No. 4)

WAGE TREND

The average annual earnings of the factory workers during 1950-53 
showed an increase in all Provinces except Ajmer. However during 1954-55, the 
total wages of the workers in organised industries have been going down because 
of the fall in the cost of living index figures. The following chart will show 
the fall in dearness allowance from 1954 to 1955 in textile industry. Except 
in Bombay where the rate of dearness allowance was reised recently by the L.A.T. 
in all other places the fall in the D.A. in textile industry has been considerable.

MINIMUM WAGES AND DEARNESS ALLOWANCE IN THE COTTON MILL INDUSTRY 
________ FOR A STANDARD MONTH OF 26 WORKING DAYS. ( IN RUPEES)._____________

DEARNESS ALLOWANCE
Minimum 

Basic 
Wages

May 
1955

April 
1955.

May 
1954

Average 
1954.

Bombay 30- 0- 0 65- 0- 0 65- 0- 0 64- 5- 0 65- 6-11
Ahmedabad 28- 0- 0 50-12- 3 51- 8- 6 70-12- 3 68-14- 6
Sholapur 26- 0- 0 35- 9-10 36- 9- 0 55- 8- 4 52- 6- 6
Baroda 26- 0- 0 45-11- 0 46- 6- 1 63-11- 0 62- 0- 3
Indore 26- 0- 0 42- 3- 0 42- 3- 0 51-12- 0 51- 8- 3
Nagpur 26- 0-0 39- 4- 4 39-13- 0 41- 0- 6 41- 3-11
Madras 26- 0- 0 40- 2- 0 41- 7- 0 45- 3- 0 45- 7- 3
Kanpur 30- 0- 0 40- 5- 0 44- 9- 0 50-12- 6 50-10- 2
West Bengal 20- 2- 5 30- 0- 0 30- 0- 0 30- 0- • 30- 0- 0

In a number of smaller industries there had been slight wage incre
ase during this period. In a number of concerns in Bombay, a minimum wage of 
Rs.l-.2- 6 per day or Rs.30 per month besides D.A. at a certain percentage of Bombay 
textile scale of D.A. was fixed. In B.V.Iron Works, the minimum wage was fixed 
at Rs.1-2-6 per day and D.A. at 60% of the Bombay cotton textiles rate. For the 
workers in gandu Pharmaceutical Works, Bombay and the Navsari Electric Supply Co. 
D.A. was fixed at 70% and 80% respectively of the cotton textiles scale. In 
Calcutta, the industrial tribunals awarded consolidated wage instead of awarding a 
basic wage and D.A.; in a rubber factory and in two engineering concerns, the 
minimum consolidated wage was fixed at Rs.61, Rs.55 and Rs.56 per month respectively. 
In a chemical concern, the consolidated wage was fixed at Rs.1-14-0. The industrial 
court, Bombay awarded a minimum wage of Rs.24 per month and D.A. of Rs.35 to workers 
in silk mills in Bilimora while in a silk mi factory in Mysore, the minimum basic 
wage was. fixed at Re.l per day and D.A. at Rs.5 per month. In seven printing 
presses in Assam the minimum wages for compositors and machinemen were fixed at 
Rs.30, to Rs.35 and Rs.35 to Rs.40 per month respectively. In the Dal mi a. Cement Ltd. 
a daily minimum wage of Re.l was fixed for an unskilled worker. In Pottery Works 
in Ahmedabad, a minimum basic wage of Rs.28 for men and Rs.26 for women were fixed 
and a D.A. of Rs.21 in both cases. In the textile mills of Rajasthan the minimum 
wage and D.A. were fixed at Rs.30 and Rs.28 per month. In an Engineering concern in 
Ahmedabad, D.A. was fixed at 7 2 2% of textile rate of D.A. In Alembec Glass indus- 
trie.s, Baroda, D.A. was awarded at 2/3rd of the Ahmedbad textile rate, but was made 
subject to a maximum of Rs.45 and a minimum of Rs.35 per month. Tjfe workers in 
pottery works in Bombay were granted a basic wage of Rs.1- 2- 6 besides D.A. at a 
flat rate of Rs.l- 2- 6. The Central Govt Industrial Tribunal fixed Re.l for unski
lled workers and Rs.l- 4- 0 for underground workers of the Kolar Gold Fields.

These figures will show that though there had been wage revisions 
in some of the industries other than textiles, they were meagre and in the case of 

. . m most of these industries, the rise in the cost of living was compensated 
only by 50 to 60 percent and in some cases even less.

Both the Government and the industrial courts have been resisting 
the demand for wage increases.

The Labour Appellate Tribunal in India has stated that "Upon a 
consideration of the present position and in the light of the standardisation award, 
we are of the view that the industrial court was right in declining to alter the 
basic wage.of the Bombay textile worker or to eonsolidate it with dearness allowa- 

bY Sbri Ambekar.......... In any event the position of the industry since 
^.Present position are not such as to justify us in altering the wage 

structure which had been settled by the standardisation award of 1947, subject
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however to the increase in D.A. which must necessarily be granted".

They adopted the same stand in another dispute between the same par
ties (Millowners* Association and Rashtriya Mills Mazdur Sangh, Bombay).

The Govt of Madras has not done anything regarding the recommendat
ions for wage increase by the Textile Tripartite Committee. The minimum wage for 
the textile worker continues to be Rs.26 per month. The Govt of India refused to 
implement the L.A.T. award regarding the Bank dispute. In the case of wages fixed 
under the Minimum Wages Act, the wages are starvation wages and even below the 
market rate of wages. The Govt of India has also turned down the demand for the 
appointment of a new pay commission.

The policy of the Govt is to deny wage increases except in cases 
where increased productivity warrants an increase in wages in the shape of shar
ing the gains of increased production.

The Govt are planning a system of payment by result such as piece 
work to jobs which have traditionally been paid on a time work basis.

The I.L.O. Productivity Mission has recommended to the Govt that 
profit sharing bonus could be replaced by equitable payment by result schemes. In 
this connection it is interesting to jiote that the annual rate of productivity 
index in textile industry as per the Govt figures is 2.28 as against 1.14 earnings.

It is clear that a new offensive has been started on wages. The 
Dock worked’ Enquiry Committee in its recent report has recommended payment by 
results to dock workers in place of time rate wages.

(Source: Indian Labour Gazette)
FOR INFORMATION; TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT IN FACTORIES (No. 5)

There was considerable increase in employment in 1951 in most of the States 
but there has been a distinct decline in 1952 and 53 • The average daily number of 
workers employed for the years from 1939 to 1953 is as follows:
123? 19^8 1949 1950 1951 1952
1,618,875 2,360,201 2,433,966 2,504,399 2,536,544 2,443,41

1953 19 54 (Fir st Half)
2,403,180 2,492,497

During the decade 1924-34, the level of employment remained more or less 
unchanged to near about 13 lakhs. It increased to 16 lakhs in 1939 but in the 
next quinquinnium, under the impact of second war, it jumped to 23 lakhs. The 
peak employment level.was recorded in 1945, but it sharply declined in 1946. During 
1947 and 48 the position was recovered to some extent though it did not touch the 
peak level. Employment in 1949 and 1950 did not change materially but it increased 
in 1951. Thereafter there were successive falls in 1952 and 1953. Compared to the 
peak employment in 1945, the level in 1953 was lower by 3 percent in India. Textiles 
is the most important factory industry in India and the following KffiSXMX chart 
gives the employment figures in textile industry:

1244
Cotton mills 3,23269 
Jute mills 3,39147 
Silk mills 1863 
Woollen mills 8422

1929

3,36082
3,46765

1980
5722

1224
3,82590
2,6373?

2067
4791

123.2..

3,86853
2,98967

6251
6807

1244
6,54576
2,88663

6059
14018

1945 1946 1947 1948 1949
6,55731 6,29674 6,36879 6,43981 6,524243,>3319 3,13133 3,19202 3,29429 3,221597580 6376 8852 13415 2037314613 10445 13730 13509 13728

1950 1951 1952 1252
6,01685 6,24914 6,31906 6,38417
3,03364 3,02207 2,92927 2,72342

40432 42136 39461 36567
13469 12730 12692 11991
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Between 1924 and 1934, employment in cotton mills and silk mills 
increased considerably, but in the cases of jute mills and woollen mills it 
declined sharply. In the case of jute mills employment dropped abruptly from 
3,36,356 in 1930 to 2,76,530 in 1931, whereas in the case of woollen industry 
the decline was more or less gradual. There was a sharp rise in all those 
industries by 1939, With the outbreak of war, there were still sharper increases 
in employment in the course of the following quinquinnium in the cases of cotton 
inills and woollen mills. Silk mills more or less maintained their level, whereas 
there was an appreciable decline in the jute mills. Thus, whereas till 1929, the 
employment in jute mills was appreciably higher than that in cotton mills, the 
position in 1944 was reversed and employment in the former was even less than half 
of that in that latter. The World War ended in 1945 and after a slight fall in 
1946, employment in cotton mills started increasing slowly and gradually and in 
1949 it almost regained the peak, war-tine level. In the following years, employ
ment has been lower. Employment in silk mills declined sharply in 1946 but 
thereafter it went up rapidly. There were sharp increases in the next four years, 
which resulted in the employment in 1950 being over 4a times of that in 1947. 
Thereafter the figures in 1952 and 1953 show evidence of decline. After touching 
the peak employment in 1945, there is an evidence of a substantial decline in the 
employment in the woollen mills, which became more pronounced in the years 1951 
to 1953.

Fall in employment in jute mills is due to the policy of rationalisation. 
In 1952, the Indian Jute Millowners Association estimated that nearly 40,000 
employees will be retrenched due to modernisation. Since then nearly 20,000 have 
been retrenched.

(Sources Indian Labour Gazette)

FOR INFORMATION. (No. 6)

INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES IN 1954

The final statistics for the year 1954 show an increase in the number 
of disputes, resulting in work stoppages, from 772 in 1953 to 840 in 1954. The 
number of workers involved in disputes was also slightly higher being 4,77,138 
during the year under review as compared to 4,66,607 in 1953. The number of man
days lost was 33,72,630 which is slightly less than 33,82,608 corresponding figure 
for the last year. The man-days lost per dispute declined from 4,382 in 1953 to 
4,015.in 1954». From these figures it is evident that an an average more workers 
were involved in disputes in 1953 as compared to 1954 but there was no material 
difference in.the average duration of a dispute. The average duration of disputes 
was 7.1 days in 1954 as compared to 7.2 days in 1953.

An aialysis of the disputes in 1954, state-wise, is given in Table I. 
This table shows that West Bengal alone accounted for nearly 65 percent of the 
total time-loss during the year.

T A B L E- I
Glassification of Industrial Disptues by States

1953 1954

State
No. of No, of No. of No. of No. of No. of
dispu- workers man-days dispu- workers man-days
tes. involved. lost. tes involved. lost •

Andhra 5 2,227 2,293 15 8,886 70,663Assam 
Bihar

9
69

6,211
26,518

14,483
4,49,868

8
72

4,73-7
21,263

20,552
1,54,659Bombay 176 1,40,017 6,11,071 203 1,21,617 3,91,702

71,493Madhya Pradesh 37 45,890 1,17,621 28 28,503Madras 122 54,734 3,12,342 137 65,123 1,38,577Orissa 6 10,938 25,898 4 15,628 1,61,649Punjab
Uttar Pradesh

44
69

1,921
14,123

27,556
65,324

43
116

6,255
30,357

56,024
1,07,789West Bengal 223 1,62,814. 17,53,888 188 1,70,227 21^573

Ajmer 1 588 1,176 1 46 920Delhi. __ 11 626 1.088 25 4.516 9.029
Total .. 772 4,66,607 33,82,807 840 4,77,138 33,72,630
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T A B L E- II

An nnalmia <->f Hi smites in which lockouts were declared.

1953 ___________1954_____________________
No. c>f No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of

State. disputes, workers 
involved.

man-days 
lost.

disputes. wo rke r s man-days
involved.____lost._____

Andhra — 2 207 1,723
Bihar 1 1,200 15,800 1 30 510
Bombay 8 14,411 2,49,570 19 14,587 !>t3,901
Madras 5 2,932 1,19,418 2 2, J ou O, VUU

Punjab 2 61 212 —
Uttar Pradesh 4 624 1,605 3 Not Known 1Not Known
West Bengal 36 45.692 8.39.554 55 51,041 8 ,12,770

Total .. 56 64,920 12,26,159 82 68,165 9,95,804

T AB L E - III.

Classification of Industrial Disptuesbjr Industries:

1953 1954
No. of No. of Total No. No. of No. of Total No.

Industry dispU'- workers of man- dispu- workers of man-
tes involved., days lost • tes. involved. days lost

Textiles:
4,33,079Cotton 121 1,06,801 5,74,821 Ill 1,24,811

Jute 31 44,838 3,50,907 25 52,841 3,47,298
Others 54 21,140 55,972 88 20,143 1,03,693

Engineering 79 73,899 3,33,278 105 38,029 2,23,280
Minerals & Metals:

Iron & Steel 16 35,788 4,49,545 16 2,961 12,892
Others 34 6,228 1,94,659 23 6,18? 40,136
Food,Drink & Tobacco 55 20,018 1,30,177 57 15,841 1,15,203
Chemicals & Dyes 15 3,791 10,729 16 10,713 1,75,281
Wood,Stone & Glass 32 4,850 48,885 97 42,765 5,87,251
Paper & Printing 35 13,117 3,10,818 21 33,770 6,37,134
Skins & Hides 5 334 4,296 14 2,291 12,124
Gins and Presses 1 27 Not Known 1 80 171

Mine s:
Coal 44 22,949 2,52,222 42 19,712 2,23,589
Others 17 12,840 65,636 14 6,800 20,389

Transport:
24,946Railways 20 5,873 6,660 11 20,329

Others 13 4,981 76,206 12 8,431 30,816
Docks & Ports 22 20,568 1,00,243 13 17,182 25,875
Plantations 22 12,078 80,816 17 8,749 17,058
Municipalities 25 3,617 10,121 26 5,352 32,465
Miscellaneous 131 52,870 2,26,617 in 40,149 3.09,950-

Total ... 772 4,66,607 33,82,608 840 4,77,138 33,72,630

(Source: Indian Labour Gazette)
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ANALYSIS OF RECENT WORKING- CLASS STRUGGLES

The' struggles were mainly against rationalisation measures attack 
on trade union rights and for bonus and wage increases. because nf + m
in Bombay and jute mills in Bengal were closed for various pe ri^e
action of the workers against increased workload. In w , , ^rs
demonstrated and protested against workload increases, he emp oy oc^“
outs. In the foreign owned Wimco factories workers were forced to wage strike 
struggles against retrenchment and rationalisation. In the cemen a . ry o ihar 
Chaibasu Cement Works, the workers struck work rdcently for reduction in workload 
and against indefinite lay off. The week old lay off of the ships of Steam Naviga
tion Company was called off on July 20th 1955 following a pledge by the management 
that they would not try to introduce rationalisation unless agreed to y the stand
ing Committee comprising of both employers and employees. 46000 textile workers of 
Kanpur struck work against rationalisation and the Government and the employers had 
to agree to the constitution of an impartial judicial committee to go into the 
question of rationalisation. Several struggles were conducted in Bombay and Calcutta 
by the Port workers against increased workload. Demanding.reinstatement of dismissed 
workers and against increased workload, 4607 BEST Undertaking workers, Bombay went 
on a day’s strike.

The struggle for trade union rights assumed great proportions during 
this period. Demanding permission for holding meeting in the workers’ colony and 
for reinstatement of victimised workers, the three thousand textile workers in 
Swatantra Bharat Mills struck work on 9th January follcwed by a lockout by the mana
gement. Workers in G.E.C., a British Electric Co. conducted a two months strike in 
protest against the arrest of their GeneralSeeretary. The Coffee Estate workers of 
Coorg had to strike work and face prosecution because they dared to invite the 
General Secretary of the Coffee Board Employees Union to their colony.

A large number of strikes in T-C State was for implementation of 
wages fixed under the Minimum Wages Act. The Kolar Gold Mines workers struck work 
to compel the management to abide by the terms of agreement arrived at between the 
workers and the management. The workers in Sri Saroda Mills, Coimbatore had to 
strike work as a protest against non-implementation of an award.

In many Provinces workers continued to fight for bonus though the 
Government were always claiming that the right to bonus in the case of industries 
making profits was an accepted and established fact. The workers in Premier Automo
bile, Kurla (Bombay), Titaghar Paper Mills, West Bengal, Tile Factories of Quilon, 
Mangalore and Malabar, Silk mills of Bombay and certain textile mills in Hyderabad, 
Tamilnad etc. had to strike work for bonus. The biggest strike action for bonus 
was the recent strike of 2^ lakhs of tea garden workers of Jalpaiguri.

The mine workers struck work in several centres against victimisation 
of trade union militants. The employers were particularly hostile to the formation 
of any progressive trade unions in the mine areas. Prolonged strike in the Titaghar 
Jute Mills was against victimisation; so too the strike of the Iron & Steel workers 
of Asansol. Over 2000 Marine Oil Terminal Construction workers of Bombay conducted 
a week-old struggle against retrenchment and victimisation.

The strike of the 20000 workers employed in the text.i 1 e factories of 
Amritsar was in consequence of the illegal lockout of Niemala Textile Mills.

.Big strike struggles were waged by 22000 tea garden workers belonging 
on W Johart^ Golaghat etc. for restoration of 1950 plucking rates. ‘
30,000 estate workers of Darjeeling struck work in June 55 demanding the same rate 
of wages that are paid to workers in Dooars. 40000 jute mill workers went on strike 
in August this year protesting against deductions from wages for contribution 
towards Employees State Insurance Scheme. The strike action of 16,803 workers of 

was for ful1 Payment of arrears of dearness allowance.
reaction f°F 15 da^ in was in Retest against
1955 demand?™ Sn-irm handlers in ^dras Harbour struck work on 5th and 6th April 
2^ d minimum wages as agreed to by all contractors. The dock labour
strike m Visakhapatnam port was called off on 9th May 55 after 20 percent to 25 
percent wage increase for all sections of workers was^^d to by ^contractors.

These are some of the struggles during 1954-55.

. . . . analysis of the disputes show that the bluest stru^les were
agaxnst rationalaaataon measles, foiled by those relative v^fid aS^aa
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allowances including bonus. The disputes relating to trade ,
becoming important in that the employers are adopting every . . i ant
trade unions. This attack is specially directed against the al U unions in planta
tions and mines.

A special feature is the revival of goonda attacks on militant trade 
unionists. Murders have taken place in T-C State, Coimbatore an garpa a. 
Reports show that the inspiration for such attacks come not only from e employers 
but from certain other quarters too.

This unhealthy and dangerous trend has to be rooted out by the united 
actions of the workers. Blood feuds once started will not stop easily and the 
employers are the only persons who would be benefitted by such actions.
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BONUS FOR LABOURERS IN THE PLANTATION 
INDUSTRY.

(No. 8)

The Labour Appellate Tribunal in its award on Appeal No.l of 1950 mde 

the following pronouncement about bonus

"Now bonus is cash payment made to employees in addition to wages. It 
cannot any longer be regarded as ex-gratia payment. For i as en recognise 
that a claim for bonus, if resisted, gives rise to an ihdustrial dispute which is 
to be settled by a duly constituted Industrial Court or Tribunal. Where the goal 
of living wages has been attained, bonus like profit sharing wou represen more 
as the cash incentive to greater efficiency and production. .We.cannot therefore 
accept the broad contention that a claim to bonus is not admissible, where wages have 
been standardised at a figure lower than what is said to be.the living wage. Where 
the industry has the capacity to pay and has been so stabilised that its capacity to 
pay may be counted upon continuously, payment of living wage.is desirable; but where 
the industry has not that capacityor its capacity varies.or is expected to vary from 
year to year so that the industry cannot afford to pay living wages, bonus must be 
looked upon as the temporary satisfaction, wholly or in part, of the needs of the 
employee".

It is evident from the above observation of the Labour Appellate Tribunal 
that even in cases where the wages, which have reached a comparatiyely higher level 
but do not approach a living wage, there bonus must be looked upon as the temporary 
satisfaction, wholly or in part, of the needs of the employee.

It is a well-known fact that the level of wages of labourers in the plan
tations industry is very low. The minimum wages which have been fixed for the tea 
garden labourers in West Bengal, for instance, are only minimum wages and that too 
have been arbitrarily fixed at a rate lower than the minimum requirements of the 
labourers.

The attempt made by the Planters to describe these wages as living wage 
is fantastic and cannot be substantiated by any criterion.

The Fair Wages Committee has defined minimum wages as follows:

"Minimum Wage must provide not merely for the bare sustenance of life 
but for the preservation of the efficiency of the worker. For this purpose, the 
minimum wages must also provide for some measure of education, medical requirements 
and amenities".

Whereas living wage has been defined by the said committee to represent 
"a standard of living which provides not merely for a bare physical subsistence but 
for the maintenance of health and decency, a measure of frugal confort and some 
insurance against the more important misfortunes".

. It must be remembered that the rates of wages of the k overwhelming
majority of the industrial workers in India are far short of even the level of fair 
wages, which is supposed to be the intermediate level between the two limits of 
minimum and the living wage. The first Five Year 
living Wage for the workers.

Plan visualised only fair and not

The opinion of the Government of India 
Committee is as follows: as recorded by the Fair Wages

"Nothing short of a living wage can be 
conditions an industry can be shown to be capable 
minimum wage standards set up the 'irreducible level'’ 
floor below which no worker shall be mid a S ’ on
minimum wage and goes through the process of’onn S86 1S above the

6 xuugn une process of approximating towards on a living".

a fair wage
of paying a

under competitive
full living wage The

ded on the Bg of Ig

tion workers in 19A7 +h=> In7 • he e t and standards ef living of planta- 
suPpiieT::^^^  ̂ the

Men - Rs.1-13- 0; Women - Rs.l- 4- 4; Children - Rs.0- 12- 1

1947 and on the basis of ^comproSse dietSh^kS3 ? the neCessities Prevailing in 
promise diet which is far short of the balanced diet
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a j remittee . This compromise diet sugge- diet suggested by the Nutrition Advisory ls pulses and vegetables, sSi 

sted a slight increase only in respect of . ’ * increase in expenditure fem
Deshpande’s recommendations (1) did standard of the workers
other household and conventional necessity g ,, take into are™ r>+
in this respect is tactically 2 “
“to d on marriages, funerals etc.

In 1952, the Modak Committee which advised the Court of West Bengal in 
the matter of fixation of Minimum Wages recommended fixation a a lower rate than 
that recommended by Shri Deshpande though the prices of necessiti s were far higher 
than the prices prevailing in 1947. The Modak Committee recommended the following 
rates of wages exclusive of the value of food concession.

Dooars & Terai. Dar,Ieeling.
Male Adult ... Rs.l- 3- 0 $
Female Adult & Adolescent 1- 1- 0
Employable child ... 0-10- 0 0- 8-

The Modak Committee recommended wages at a much lower level than those 
recommended by S.R. Deshpande on the ground that the Enquiry undertaken by the 
latter was for the determination of a fair wage and not a minimum wage. But it must 
be remembered in this connection that the concept of minimum and fair wage as deter
mined by the .Fair Wages Committee was not available at the time when the terms of 
reference for Deshpande Enquiry Committee were framed. Deshpande's recommendations 
about wages in no case exceed the limits of minimum wage as defined by the said 
committee.

Moreover the Modak Committee went out of its way to recommend further 
cuts in the diet of the workers. It went out of its way (1) to justify the low 
wages of tea garden workers on the ground that in this industry both male and female 
as also children aisxkxlg above 12 work and the total income of the family is not 
less than that of labour in other industries, (2) to remark that Dr. Ackroyd’s diet 
is far in excess of what the labourers is actually accustomed to have or xswiaraxmi 
or are actually having after the last wage increase, (3) to take into consideration 
the alleged effects of the slump in tea prices on smaller gardens, (4) to propose 
a 50% cut in the cost of the conventional necessities on the plea that the employers 
should not provide for the conventional necessities of all the members of the family.

The Modak Committee in reality tried to (1) justify the low wages and 
sub-human standard of living of the tea garden workers, (2) to pass the burden of 
the slump.on.the shoulders of th© workers. It/is an accepted principle that any 
increase in income in low income groups is reflected on greater expenditure on food 
items which conclusively prove that their previous standard of diet was far below 
requirements. Yet to take the diet to which the labourer is accustomed at any time 
and to justify it betrays a lack of understanding of the principles of social

. , , . The minimum wage of a labourer in tea industry is fixed by taking into
inCO1^ ?f his fa®ily. This has been criticised by Shri R.K. Das 

approval Tn the report of the Rege Committee. In other industries 
the nlantationq consi derable numbers, though not in so large a proportion as in 
adult male ’ e earnirigs of women are taken as additional income to that of the dH IH. U 1-1 Icf. aJ rd 9

dents and (2^°t ^t of In*3 Committee's estimates about (1) the number of depen-

XiSt S toars Sd W°^ed by the lab°urer ^out prl^
workers. The number of a afea, are lnconnect and thus did injustice to the real fJXre^ e 6arner has teen ^own as actually half of the
into consideration only 52 Sundays^ °f W°rk dOen the Coramitt6e took
the basis of 26 days work in . JLf income was estimated on
figure of 295 days work a year fo^an adSlt6™!^6 R®P°rt arrived at
The labour representatives estimate 03Q ^le and 236 dayS for an adult female' 
average attendance according to these an adult male a year. The monthlyrcing to these estimates comes to about 20 days only.

The monthly

n The food subsidy was abolished in 1953 • n
Behar the price of cereals was raised from R^5/ tp ’ °arS
subsidy the workers were to get an = + ? to Rs.15/- per md. In
adults, 0-1-3 for children per da^ in;1 sum as cash conversion of 0-2-6 for 
respectively in gardens of under 500 fardens °Ver 5°° acres> and °-2-0 °"1-0

and Cooch 
lieu of the

In Darjeeling no cash conversion 
was granted. The price of cereals
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_ , n0 ner md. The workers were allowed 6 days'

cereals was raised, from Rs»8 to Rs.17/8 P 
work instead of 5 days' work a week.

Dooars and Terai by an agreement arrived atThe present position/xx in D°°^s force from x.1.1955 to
and labour representatives to d«between employers'

31.12.1955, is as follows:
Adult male
Adult female & adoleseent- 
Employable children

Rs.1-11- 6
Rs.l- 9- 0 

0-15- 0

- is learnt that
» itn these wages are lower tten the .odest

rates recommended by Deshpande.
The tea warden labourers have to work in all sorts of inclement weather. 

The effect of that lombined with malnutrition and insanitary
, n i-v u nx u ^-p 4-ino i nhoiippts Di* • Lloyd v on© s ioinio out/ uticiu thsvery adversely on the health of the labourers. . T, a

.. . . • _> « । v t _ nmr>n<7 i o h i y* p t* s in Dar 1 ©el in^ • The total number ofhigh incidence of tuberculosis among labourers in j & 4 u
deaths in one garden in 1946 was 54, out of which 20 were due to plumonary tubercu
losis. Dr. Lloyd Jones has also commented on the incidence of Anaemia, high incid
ence of various diseases like hookworm, dysentry etc. among tea garden labourers.

It is clear that the gulf between living wage and the prevailing rates 
of wages in the tea gardens is very wide.

Along with this general remarks it must be pointed out that in many 
gardens the implementation of even the minimum wages fixed under the Act was either 
delayed or is being bypassed in several ways.

Cost of Production. The employers talk about the high cost of production and. 
high incidence of labour cost. The cost structure of the plantation industry is now 
under investigation by the Plantation Enquiry Commission.

It is contended by Labour representatives that the cost of production 
shown by the planters is inflated and exaggerated by various means in order to faci
litate tax-evasions etc.

The I.T.A. showed an average cost per lb. of 35s d (30 d. plus 5/ d, 
London cost) in 1951. According to the I.T.P.A. it was Rs.l- 2- 0 in Terai gardens. 
Some labour representatives made the following estimate of cost for some gardens 
under the I.T.A. in Dooars in 1952.

1. Kalchini T.E. ) 4. Dalgaon T.E.
2. Raimantang T.E. ) As.16.96 5. Dalmor T.E.
3. Chinchula T.E. ) 6. Toorsa T.E.

According to the same estimate the following is the cost p for some
Indian gardens not reputed for good management for the same period:

Chuniajhora; Magherdabri; Daolajhora; Kohinoor;)
Hossainabad; Karalavalley; Jadavpore; Kalahari;) as. 13.85
Lakhhikanta. (

Since 1951-1953 the 
be evident from the figures:

cost of production per acre has been reduced as will

Average for 53 gardens in Dooars
” " 8 " Terai

" 20 " Darjeeling
PROFIT.

The industry has been enjoying 
a number of years except in 1952. The in 
tea industry with 1939 as the base year h

1251. 1953 .
Rs.1461 Rs.1336
Rs. 116 5 Rs. 1104
Rs. 925 Rs. 750 

an uninterrupted run of high profit for 
ex of profits from 1940 onwards for the 
s been as follows:

1940
1941
1942
1943
1944

99.1
146.8
228.1
142.3
110.5
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1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951

150-7 
198.8 
216.3 
138.9 
138.4 
271.2 
103.9

(Bulletin of 'Eastern Economist’ Vol.6 No.l, Octr 1954).
Note: Even in 1952 some companies made profits and declared dividends.

1953 and 1954 
industry.

have been years of high prices and soaring profits for the tea

The profits of tea companies incorporated in Britain for the first ten 
months of 1954 were Rs.32 crores as compared to Rs.9 crores in 1953. (Statesman, 
15.12.54). 24 British owned gardens in Dooars (Registered in India) have a paid 
up capital with capitalised profits amounting to Rs.1,90,32,800. In 1953 they have 
made a total profit of Rs.1,89,64,282 and have a total reserve fund of Rs.2,23,40,542.

14 Indian owned gardens in Dooars have a total paid up capital of 
Rs.52,21,296 and capitalised profit of Rs. 58,32,225- In 1953 they made a net profit 
of Rs,88,43,000. Their Reserve Fund amounts to Rs.50,86,883 •

6 British owned gardens in Terai have a paid up capital of Rs.27,00,000. 
In 1953 they made a profit of Rs.26,03,166. Their reserve fund amounts to Rs.35,01, 
447.

14 British owned gardens in Darjeeling have a paid up capital of 
Rs.53,33,150. In 1953 their net profit was Rs.19,02,749. Their reserve fund amounts 
to Rs.36,38,108.

The following gives an idea of the dividends declared:

The following 
the industry:

examples will give an idea of the high profits earned by

Total Capital. 
(Rs.)

Net profit.
1953 (Rs.) 1954

8 European owned gardens
in Darje eling 18,63,900 5,90,046 19.94,976

3 gardens in Terai:
Atal 4,50,000 2,19,370 5,21,962
Hansknowa 5,00,000 2,99,463 3,39,241
New C hunt a 3,00,000 2,56,868 3,38,965

Darjeeling:
1953 1954

Mim T.E. .. 10% 40%
Rangli Ranghloit 17% 50%
Soom • • — 50%

Terai: New Chunt a .. 25% 50%
Coangaram .. 30% 55%Hanskhowa 25% 25%

Dooars: Sarugaon T.E.
Haldibari T.E.

•• 124%
•• 22g%

45%
50%Odlabari T.E. • • 20% 65%Gairkata T.E. .. 20% 70%Chuna Bhati T.E. • •• 25% 90%New Dooars £.E. 45% 110%

(Figurf
Banarhat •• 45% 120%

2s collected from different issues of Commerce and Capital)

■ H bonus to the labourers in the plantation
industry has already been accepted in the plantations in the South. The workers 
there are getting bonus from 1950 onwards. The labour unions demanded 25% of the 
Fl/3% inri952S ri/T’ 1952-53 and 1953 - 54. The manage® nt paid
6.!/3% in 1952, 8.1/3% in 1953, and an advance of 10% in 1954- It has been termed 
as an advance because the dispute is pending before the industrial tribunal.

I
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FOR INFORMATION (No. 9)

REPORT ON KANPUR TEXTILE STRIKE (MAY 2 TO JULY 20, 55}

Eleven textile and two jute mills involving 51,000 workers at Kanpur 
went on general strike from May 2, 1955 for the fulfillment of their following 
demands, for which notice was served on the employers and the U.P.(Uttar Pradesh) 
Government on Sth April 1955s

(i) Opposition to the scheme of rationalisation in the textile mills as
envisaged in Dr. Bansidhar's report and adopted at Nainital Conference in June 
1954, as it will, in the name of rationalisation, only increase the workload on 
workers to the extent of 100% or more, while wages will register an increase of 
only 13%.

(ii) Grant of gratuity on retirement.
(iii) Revise unjustified Standing Orders.
(iv) Subsistance allowance for the period kept under suspension.
(v) Rule regarding transfers to be made.
(vi) Play-off in woollen mills to be stopped.
(vii) Wages for the 6th January and May Day.
(viii) 25% Bonus for the past period and for future also.
(ix) Permanancy
(x) Dearness allowance according to the rates recommended by Nimbkar
Committee for clerks and artisans.
(xi) Pay scales and rates of increment as recommended by Numbkar Committee 
for clerks and watch and ward staff.
(xii) No vi ct imisati on.
(xiii) Fixation of minimum wages according to Nimbkar Committee report for 
jute, leather, chemical and oil workers also.

The notice was served on the following mills:
1- Elgin Mills Co.Ltd.
2. Nevi Victoria Mills Co.ytd.
3. Muir Mills Co.Ltd.
4. Kanpur Cotton Mills Ltd.
5. Kanpur Cotton Textile Mills Ltd.
6. Swadeshi Cotton Mills Ltd.
7. Etherton West & Co. Ltd.
8. J.M. Cotton Spg & Wvg Mills Ltd.
9. J.K.Cotton Manufacturing Mills Ltd.
10. Lakshmiratan Cotton Mills Ltd.
11. Cawnpore Woollen Milld Ltd.

Maheshwari ?f T mills Tiz! (1> Milla Ltd. and
laheshwari Devi Jute Mills Ltd. also served similar notices.

InT^dXXZTT V1” Only °entre India “tend increase workers till t MS dZe! the Mt^^Vh taS by the
1938, but textile workers of Ksm ■+ be employers in this respect dates back to 
XA it ^X^Iy^X XT TXXTlTT- Kanp” - union movement in India, K^pur textL wLrs were XTLdedTX “ trade 
unions, whose number ultimately reached to six ThL divided into various 
for the employers and inspite of the farf + aS th® most °PPortune moment
dually either on the miS balis 2 ■ workers fought several tines indivi-
introducing so-called rationalisation in N^v- • em^°yerS were successful in 
Mills and J.K.Cotton Mills onlv Mill nt W V^tor:ia Lakshmiratan cotton
of workers' dogged reslstlncTto innJL ?6m£*1VeS failed the face
in 1949 for active Sp J^the name n? ' approachd the Govt of U.P.
centres. The Govt in 1953 appoint nd ation.with textile industry at other
recommended increase in workload in the^em^^-named Dr’ Bansi Dhar, who 
Govt had been consulting only INTUC affil ia-h a^So* 411 though this U.P.
HMS also in the tripartite meetings and 111110113 and. sometimes those of the
Sabha, the AITUC affiliate organisation and °i ^abject. Kanpur Mazdur
In the usual manner a tripartite confemnnn 6 ^S^isation was byepassed,with INTUC and HMS representing thXXrl Z week of J^e

one workers and a seven man committee with three
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three representatives ^aKtS^Tsat^

SreJmS that there would be no «trenctaent as a result of the Mpl. 
ementation of this scheme, sone of the employers made it clear that at least about 

workers would be rendered surplus. In Lakshmi Rattan and New Victor^
where rationalisation was already introduced; workers.had experience of the increa
se in workload and wages. The scheme of rationalisation envisaged m Kanpur 
textiles would have offered workers an increase of 50/ of wages for a corresponding 
increase of 250/ of workload. At present a piecer gets.a basic wage of Rs.30/- per 
month and dearness allowance about Rs,50/-, i.e. Rs.80/- in all., e would get 45/ 
increase in his basic wage of Rs.30/- and not on the total earning o s. /-) i,q, 
he will get only Rs,93 in the new set up.

The moment the news reached Kanpur, Nainital agreement was rejected by 
the workers and the agitation against it reached such a tempo that an Action Commi
ttee comprising of the representatives of all six unions was formed to fight out 
this introduction of rationalisation. Due to the pressure of this Action Committee, 
two of the three labour representatives had to resign their seat on the Seven-man 
Committee and ultimately this Committee had to be dissolved by the Govt. The Govt, 
issued instructions that henceforth employers shall be free to come to terms with 
workers of their factory and introduce this scheme.

Workers had learnt the lesson of unity and based on their experience 
decided to dissolve all the six trade unions and form one united "Suti Mills Mazdur 
Sab ha” on August 1, 1954.

Workers fought the attempts made by the employers during 1954 and early 
1955 to increase workload in different mills and departments. Of importance was 
the march of 3,000 workers of Lalimili Mills from Kanpur to Lucknow, the capital of 
U.P. - a distance of 48 miles, on foot to demonstrate and represent before the 
Govt, in early 1955. But the offensive continued and to fight it Suti Mill Mazdur 
Sabha (SMMS) had to give this strike notice.

Final attempt at settlement. Even after the strike notice was given SMMS gave an 
offer in the last week of April 1955, that if Govt, and employers agree to refer 
the whole issue about the capability of the Kanpur textile industry to compete with 
other centres and the steps to be taken in that connection, to be decided by a 
Tribunal presided over by a High Court Judge, strike can be suspended. Both the 
employers and the Government turned a deaf ear to it.

Repression. On the other hand Govt, depended upon its police to break the strike. 
Much before the strike began, i.e. from August 26; SMMS leaders — office bearers 
and General Council members - started to be rounded nff and detained in the prison. 
With difficulty permission was obtained to hold May Day rally in the city.

Terrorisation, beating in the working class colonies and arrests were 
the common feature and thousands suffered.

Strilg_^ucce_ssful. Inspite of all this the strike on May 2 was successful and 
except in Lakshmi Rattan Mills where it functioned partially; the work in all 
other factories was at a stand still.

, . . Tte employers assisted by the Labour Commissioner (U.P.) from the very
the workers by enlisting black legs from outside

But the rrS^r^ lock®d in the 1111115 3111 lss^e exagerated figures of attendance.
torkS who allowed to visit the factories and sone of

the workers who came from inside the mills exploded the conspiracy and proved by 
tkTforkLrTK^ ^d Production figures^tThe "
textile workers of Kanpur have stood by the strike decision.

section “eT "Ot t0 hold rallies the city by clamp-
7 miles off the citv'acrnsA^rS Kanpur then held their meetings
of Kanpur District Maeistrafo anges; which was not under the jurisdiction^1^ 50’°00 
city twice a week. S folly and allowed to hold rally in the

were summarily tX^X^ arrested. Hundreds of them
arrest and punishment awqrded. cilities, within a few hours of their

Support from all-India. The strikers had + x „
India. AITUC HMS, UTUC, All Indi a w ? support of working class throughout 

’ X All India Bank Employees Association and their branch
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. a + potivelv. Members of Parliament from all opposition

fund?were collected and sent by trade unions irrespective of affi lations. AITUC 

from its funds gave Rs.6,000/— towards this fund*

On 26th May the city of Kanpur observed a general strike in support 

of* strikers •
On 6th June, all the trade unions in Kanpur observed a token strike 

of 2 hours from 10 in the morning.
Lucknow Railway workshop employees went on a 2 hour token strike in 

support of the strikers.

Sufferings of workers. Workers and their families went into untold sufferings 
in this strike. The employers refused to pay the wages of the workers for the month 
of April, due in May. One of the M.Ps from the ruling Congress Party described 
the condition in Kanpur as barbarous. About 20,000 workers had to go away from 
Kanpur. Harassment, eviction, beating and putting them in jail, not only of the 
strikers but their families too, was resorted to.

Women workers also participate. Women workers and the families of striking workers 
also took part in the struggle . In preventing the blacklegs, they did all that 
was practicable. They also resorted to picketting wherever necessary and took out 
a procession on June 7th. More than 50 of them were arrested and jailed for various 
terms of imprisonment. Prior to this at the Police Headquarters hot water from the 
fire brigade hoses was thrown on them and their babes in arms.

Relief work. Several relief centres were opened in the city to issue rations to 
the strikers and their families. Milk centres were opened to distribute free milk 
for the children. 70 doctors offered their services and were rendering medical 
relief to the sick among them and whenever possible gave free medicines. 'Chetna1 
a literary organisation distributed free books and stationery for use by the school 
going children of the strikers.

Disruption. INTUC leaders of Kanpur 
trying to disrupt the movement. They 
out any success.

and U.P. has been fipm the very beginning 
opposed the strike tooth and nail, but with-

SMMS always for peaceful settlement.-- -------- ---------------------- The most remarkable feature of the whole 
struggle was its peaceful character inspite of all sorts of provocations from the 
employers and the Govt. Such a long struggle involving 50,000 workers remaining 
throughout peaceful is unique in the history of Indian T.U. movement ©nd this fact 
has won support for the workers' cause from all sections of the people.

. Nob only this. The SMMS throughout the struggle has been repeatedly 
endeavouring for a peaceful and honourable settlement of the strike. On Sunday the 

eneral c°Pncil- of SMMS passed a resolution and reiterated its stand 
regarding rationalisation as follows:

t +?e Sabha stat® that it does not intend and has in fact never intended
nisation and rationalisation as defined by the International Labour Orga-
structures^f X X 1 /"dia, if simultaneously introduced in all the
body onXich 11 X s 1 ! Under the glance and the approval of a
X LrLd L™ “L p adequately represented provided that it functions with wtu- 
nScSttee X LLXXX "lth a ^ally agreed non-official Chairman.

points will be referred^ an agLaTSXatojX °f a8ree"Bnt but the oonte5ted

muster, wages and caLgories^LTh L reasaeasment 0I* standardisation of work-load, 

consent of a body alluded +0 in th carried out under the supervision and with the 
reassessed work load etc lill Preceding paragraph. Such standardised or

-Load, etc. will uniformly apply to all textile mills of Cawnpore.

employers in thl NaiXS^SXnce given by tte Government and the

the Chief Minister in his letter tn M X when read with the assurance of
existing scheme of ratSnali^Xn X*?a ?1Shna Sharma> M*p* that there is no 
issue and that all schemes comine froX?? haV® a Predisposing effect on this 
merits by the body cornrdssionSlXX-b^^ qUarter be considered on their 

mmissioned for this purpose strictly observing the aforesaid
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aforesaid six guarantees.

4, The Sabha urges the government that for the sake of harmonious atmosph
ere it is essential that status quo regarding workload be maintained as from May 54.

5. The Sabha emphasises that other long standing demands enumerated by it
in the strike notice or the compromise formula submitted to the Govt, on April 28 
are urgent and important for peace and industrial harmony and presses the Government 
to give an assurance that the grievances embodied in them would be remedied within 
a reasonable time."

Other demands included regarding minimum basic wage of jute workers 
and reference of the dispute regarding Lal Imli mills to the adjudication, release 
of the arrested workers and no victimisation.

Earlier Sri Bal Krishna Sharma, an old labour Header and M.P, from 
Kanpur had attempted to intervene to bring about a settlement but the mill owners 
kx and the U.P. Govt, both spurned his offer in the hope which they had built up 
from very early days that either this strike will not come off at all, or it will 
he negligible and after that it cannot be continued for long and will fizzle out.

Further hurdles in settlement. The path of negotiations was very zig-zag. First 
the Chief Minister of U.P. had taken a stand that it is a dispute between the emplo
yers and the employees and the State would not intervene. His police and State 
machinery however, fully intervened on behalf of the employers to crush the movement 
but without desired success.

Then he had informal talks. When some sort of agreement was in sight, 
the employers and the INTUC were brought in the way. It was the last bid of the 
INTUC fully supported by the employers and the U.P. Govt, to rehabilitate itself on 
the starvation and hunger of the strikers and their children through war of attrition. 
As soon as the workers came to know of it; even after this long strike with their 
back to the wall they girdled their loins and the picketing resorted to by them again 
brought down the.number of those attending the mills. On July 17, meetings, process
ions, demonstrations and telegrams of support from every corner of India on the joint 
call of AITUC, HMS and UTUC forded the Govt, to have a talk again.

After all a 14 point settlement (14 points EK given below) was reached 
on. July 17. While this was being considered by the General Council 

of SMMS for ratification, the Kanpur textile bosses tried to veto the settlement even 
a his very last moment. They put a number of 'if s' and 1 but s' in the points 
se t ed with the Govt, and said that they could not guarantee no victimisation clause,

The Government's game seemed to be to tell the workers that this settle
ment was accepted by them knowing fully well the view points of the mill owners, so 
^vfter thestrike is over and the points of settlement not implemented; it may be 
the labour leaders to blame, ’ J

+ n work®rs Ported back by saying that until their points as agreed
it cJnMnue7foraan th® 0Wners’ the strike continue. And
it thp SJL two days till the Labour Commissioner sent a letter confir- 
mg the acceptance by the mill owners also.

The strike was called off w.e.f. July 21, 1955,

substitute workers"6 are refusing to take

ten days. Workers are to locko^ for
of the machines and now workers are be^ Z chan§ed the working system
inconvenience and extra workload V tO WOrk on them’ which wil1 result in
are being given to ?he worked The ±S °f ^ge-sheets
mise son® workers. The employers are out to create trouble and victi-

Hundreds of chamge-sheets

came out with a press sta-+ next da^ Chief Minister of U.P.
tement that there has been no settlement with r +
are not released at once. Discrimination is ®Ven the arrested leaders
ever the release of arrested workpv« w + ant®nded to be ^de amongst them. How- 
July 1955. arrested workers has started In batch of 40 for dly from 27th

to investigate and report on the ^0^11100^?°^^ °~ a Nationalisation Committee
scheme in the textile mills of Kannur T+ -in lntroduction of rationalisation 

nanpur. It will consist of five members - two each
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presided over by an Ex-High Court 

representatives will be chosen onetwo each from the employees and the workers. 
Judge Shri Birdbasiri Prasad. The workers 
from the SMMS and the other from INTUC.

14 POINTS OF SETTLEMENT.

1.
ttee

Assessment of workload and other cognate ^ters will refjrced Ind^he^' 
to be formed by tte Govt. The Comittee wall record g^points aM t^ 

contested points will be decided by a suitable process guarantees eiven*
The Committee will function strictly under the f ram-work SionEof tE
to workers at tbs Naini-tal conference and in subsequent oommnieatl s f the 
Chief Minister. The findings of the Committee wall be enforced by the Govt.

2. Dr. Bansidhar's tentative proposals, K IBCONS report or any other report will 
not have a pre-disposing effect on the deliberations of the Committee and the Com. 
ittee will consider any scheme of rationalisation submitted by any conteading party 
on its own merits.
3. Mr. Sampurnanand agrees with the idea of extension, of rationalisation in the 
textile industry to the managerial, marketing and financial structure also but that 
this can be applied only on an all-India basis which the Central Govt alone are 
competent to do.
4. Workers returning after the strike will be put on their former jobs, that is, 
no increased workload will be imposed on them. In all those mills where some 
workers have been put on intensified workload since the Nainital conference, the 
cases of such workers as complain in writing that they had to accept. increased work
load in duress will be sympathetically disposed of on nerits. In this connection 
the Labour Commissioner cited the casds of three workers, who had approached him 
with the complaint of this nature. All of them were reverted to their former work
load.
5. The findings and settlements of the Committee regarding workload, wages, 
imuster, categories, etc. will be uniformly applied to all the textile mills of 
Kanpur, that is, Laxmirattan, Nev/ Victoria, J.K.Cotton Manufacturing; and others 
will also adjust themselves accordingly.
6. No rationalisation scheme will be launched in any mill from the date of con
clusion of the present settlement till the enforcement of the decision of the 
Committee.
7. The question of referring the matter of fixation of minimum basic wage of jute 
workers will be actively reconsidered by the Govt, taking into account the Nimbkar 
Committee report. The Govt, resolution on it and other cognate consideratiBns on 
representation by the union concerned.
8. The natter of the forfeiture of wages a»d holidays with wages in connection 
with May Day observance for the past khat years to adjudication is already under 
consideration of the Govt.
9. There will be no play-off in the Lal Imli Mills till October 1955.
10. Suitable joining time will be allowed to the strikers resuming work(Sabha 
suggestion 14 days agreed).

Ordinarily no workman will be victimised for participation in the strike.
(The Labour Commissioner will discuss the details with employers and communicate 
71ihptht+M^ZdOOr Sabha\ .Question of victimisation falling under three categories:
J days compensation; (b) workers on strike since May 2; (c) workers who

joined the work and reparticipated in the strike.)
^\nJte/akOUr.C°^SS^^ w1-11 discuss with the manager nt the question of 
Shians WOrkers of the Kanpur Textile, Muir Mills, Swade-
machines or accentin^in0 °n ®uspended for not accepting transfers from their 
macnines or accepting increased workload etc.

tation by issues on further and detailed represen-
tutes* (c) pay scales of 4' ®tirefflent gratuity; (b) Permanency of old substi-

ior substitutes who are not given work.
for the purpose if the^nion^kes^’^r^1 te+^ieWed bM the Committee appointed 
ttee and satisfies the Labour CommissioE^f^lhr f°d COnVenin^ of the Cow1' 

ummissioner for the need to convene the meeting.
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REPORT ON DARJEELING TEA ESTATE STRIKE.

Darjeeling District in West Bengal has a total of about 130 gardens with 
an acreage of about 63000 under tea cultivation out of 165000 acres and the daily- 
average employment in the estates is about SO,000. In the Darjeeling hills where 
the recent strike (22 to 28 June 1955) took place, there are 80 gardens with about 
60,000 tea estate workers employed in them. Here too, as anywhere else in tea 
industry in India, the British capital dominates.

The worst exploited Darjeeling tea estate worker gets only Rs.1-4-0 per day 
inclusive of all al 1 owances while his counterpart in Dooars estate in West Bengal 
gets Rs.1-11-6 per day. And the cost of living in Darjeeling area is higher than 
Dooars. The workers of Darjeeling District have been fighting since long for wage 
increase and better living conditions. It was only recently that about 25,000 
workers belonging to the two rival unions - Darjeeling District Chia Kaman Mazdoor 
Union with a membership of about 15000 (affiliated to AITUC) and Darjeeling Chia 
Kaman Shramik Sangh with a membership of about 10000 (an independent union) - got 
united3with a determination to win their minimum five demands and roused the entire 
tea estate labour of Darjeeling hills in 80 gardens. The coming together of these 
two rival unions for the first time with such determination was a very important 
step and this gave rise to fear in the minds of employers and the Govt. Their mini
mum five demands were:

1.

2.

3.

Wages of workers in tea plantations in Darjeeling hill section to be increased 
to Rs.1-11-6 per day.

Three months’ bonus for workers and the staff on the basis of profits made in 
1954 •

Amendment of the 'Standing Orders’.
4. Compensation for the period of closure of tea gardens in 1951 and 1952.

5. Scale of pay for the staff in all estates to be iacreased.

th_+ demand for ^3.1-11-6 per day as wages for Darjeeling workers meant only
JT Sa^ + W°rk1lng in the sarae industry in the same Province should be uniformly 
production Tre ? empdoyer3 in Darjeeling tea estates is that the cost of 
is hllr th 1S ^gher^ but they f°nget that the sale price of Darjeeling tea
thev^'havp X h pother areas. And moreover as the table below iMicates that 
thX X XX ^nsiderable profits. The notorious 'Standing Orders' 
of the familE discharge of the whole famll/lf the head

representation +hf J f • but only one a*Pect of it. Despite repeated
Consideration of bonus another dem^ Ordera'.were continued to be enforced, 

oonus and other demands were being postponed unnecessarily.

negotiated settlement^ere exteusted^^^ 2?nd JUne 1955» a11 raeans at 

were to still meet on June 20 to * ^n the ^bour leaders
ner and finally decide about the lettTer of Assistant Labour Commissio-
by the police X w^X^ ^XtX being “ed
labour leaders were clapped behind the b2s on Sh^tse!^^ alS° °thSr

strike to win their minimum demands.^Thif^s^hjh?T gardens went on general 
Darjeeling area. Despite the brutal noX ™ ^rSt gereral strike in the

the as it progressed. It was orT8310^ more and more workers began
wantonly fired on the peaceful strikers oX^JT 2| the Congress Pdice 
estate - Managing Agents: Mcleod & Co.) and clff a S.Hope Tea Estate (a Britishowned 
Je/TV Sad+13tic cold blooded shooting by theX S1X precious lives of the workers, 
ted attempt to crush the general strife. y H trxggen happy police with a calcula-

one young b^of^^a^ 18 ^arS and four ®n including
strike period nearly 200 worXl^KX^^^ £r“^

were full of sorrow for^^heJ1? W6re indi&nant at the brutal no! dr f • 

thousand men, women and sacrificed
forXX^mbllg^^^ thX^ ^ti^^^ t0 Th

or “
by ~
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working class leaders and also released Shri N.B.Gurung, M. .A. one of the leaders 
of the Darjeeling Chia Kainan Shramik Sangh. 15,000 people followed the funeral 
procession of the worker martyrs, headed by Ratanlal Brahman and Deo Prakash Rai} 
the working class leaders.

On June 27, the entire business of Darjeeling town remained suspended, 
shops and schools remained closed, and no buses, taxies and carriages plied in the 
streets.

The Secretariat of the AITUC in a statement to the press condemned the 
police firing on tea workers, denanded immediate suspension of 'trigger happyt 
policemen and officials responsible for the firing, an open impartial inquiry to be 
conducted into the incident, and adequate compensation to the bereaved families of 
the workers to be paid. In response to the call given by the AITUC and also on 
their own, the workers throughout India held meetings and passed resolutions 
condemning the police firing and asked the Government of West Bengal to concede the 
just demands of the Darjeeling tea workers.

The strike was called off on June 28th evening when the Govt, cans down 
and agreed to concede the demands of the workers. Though they had previously insi 
sted that only a departmental inquiry would be held, they now agreed to a public 
inquiry into the police firing incident.

They also gave up their opposition to the question of profit bonus and 
agreed to accept it in piinciple leaving the amount to be decided by a tripartite 
conference.

Question of revising 'Standing Orders' from July was also settled.
he terms of settlement also included release of all arrested and no victimisation 

for the strike .

On the Question of wage increase, in order to help a speedy solution of 
e,si uation created by the strike, the workers' representatives agreed to lower 

sun^JJfb d+^nd tO an irreducible minimum of Rs. 1-7-6 per day. This move Was 
was formed ?4ne representatives of the Darjeeling Citizens’ Peace Committee which 
ZtrikP ^lng incident in °rder to bring about a solution of the
Denutv c0?3?;3^ of Prominent citizens of Darjeeling town. Shri S.K.Rai
al fJr +°r Labour assured the meeting on behalf of the Govt that the procos

Ws Board t>^e SaWK £4““^

sP°kesman?before^the^epresentatives0©! the^-3 * ^de b^ a ^eminent

entirely on the Wages Board. ° °U ^ase lncreases as the matter would depend

Committee sons! 3 ti If the People. The Citizens' Peace
the all-India GurkhI LeaX sf r T s ?™g’ Sri Hasalll, President. „
protested against this and asked the 'c^t to stX^'thX1" PI'°mlnent OitiMns teTe 

bO suana by their assurance.
^^-^-^^gOSTATES OF DARJEELING.

Name of the Managing 
^Agency

Paid up 
capit al

Reserve
Estate. & other 

funds
Prof Dividend

^namong Williamson -22,

Gielle 
Okayati 
Pussimbing 
Poobong 
Seeyok

Magor 
Davenport 
Duncan Bros. 
Davenport 
Duncan Bros. 
Duncan Bros.

276,900 
200,000 
100,000 
205,000 
300,000 
300,000

69,000 
1,77,000 
1,07,000

41,000
87,000

1,18,000

4000 
1,48000

A 5000 
32000 
23000 
48000

1,55000 
3,49000 
1,95000 
2,16,000 
1,81,000 
1,52,000

Nil 
n
n
n

2^ 
2g^

20!1 
2% 
37^ 
10^ 
15$ 
15$
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TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE W.F.T.U.

The 
will be observed 
formation of the

World Federation of Trade Unions which 
tenth anniversary occaSion for the working class. The

« wL a ch™ Son organised workers in every 
WTU in 1745 wa determined to wrest the rights and privilege

try to their exploiters that they we being out of the peoples' struggled
es which were rightfully theirs. unity of the fetKKEKXHKxa workers'

countries are:

(b)

(d)

atic liberties;
for the satisfaction of the need for the security of full employment;
for the progressive improvement of wages, hours of work and living and working 

conditions;
for social legislation complete and. sufficient for the protection of the 

workers and of their families against the risks of unemployment, illness, 
accidents and old-age;

for the adoption of all other measures that may improve the social and economic 
welfare of the workers.

By remaining at the side of the workers in all their struggles and 
fighting to defend their gains, the WFTU has attained a position.of such great conf
idence among workers, that even when certain leaders, under the inspiration of the 
monopolists engineered a split in the world organisation, they could not impair its 
effectiveness or militancy. The WFTU places the greatest importance on the mainte
nance and strengthening of unity among workers, on the national and international 
levels. By its own activities in the past — though its conferences on a world 
scale, through regional conferences of workers, through conferences of the Trade 
Unions Internationals of workers in one industry and through conferences on specific 
issues like social security, all of which are held on the widest possible basis of 
unity - it shows an example that trade unions in each country can and must follow.

The WFTU has helped to bring about greater international cooperation an 
and mutual help between trade unions through in a variety of ways like exchange of 
delegations, establishment of friendly relations etc. If today a strike by textile 
workers in Kanpur brings forth a flood of messages of support, fraternal assistance 
from all over the world, and other practical demonstrations of international 
workers' solidarity, it is primarily due to the activities of the WFTU. Likewise 
in the successive defeats inflicted on the war-mongers as in the earlier rejection 
of the plans for German rearmament and the powerful protest raised by European 
workers at Leipzig it is because the WFTU stands foremost among the organisations 
fighting for peace and the elimination of the danger of war. The struggle for the 
liberation and independence of subject peoples finds in the WFTU its most ardent 
supporter.

The.tenth anniversary of the WFTU should not become an occasion merely 
o pay formal tributes. Such tributes, however sincere and hearty, can never be 

a equa e enoug . Sade nions will naturally be eager to send messages of greeting 
a~ s° 1 ara u read tributes that they can pay are the concrete instances 

achieved of victories won in united struggles, of participa-
- the t? r +^S n or®ln® bodifferent unions in common mass activities. The meeting 

tenth bb®,,1™ decided when it met in Moscow last May that tte
cation SZfe XLTth TT fOrward" unity - a further intehsitt-
to unity. a aVS ° be he made to demolish every barrier

9 as WFTU Wee^Lf XlSatS^f^S^ tO °bSerVe °C'tObe1' 2 '

2nd October
3rd "
4th »
5th "
6th "
7th "

Unity Day
Trade Union and Democratic Rights Day
Demands Day
Unemployment Day
Women Workers' Day
Peace Day
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8th October
9th

(A change has been 
October in view of 
called under WFTU

Goa Day
WFTU DAY

made from the programme suggested earlier m regard to 6th 
the International Conference on Women Workers which will be 
auspices next year, for which preparations are already affot).

It should be our effort to bring in the largest possible number of 
workers in observing these days, to educate them in the aims and ideals of the 
WFTU, its record of past activities, its role in the promotion of international 
solidarity among workers and in the fight for peace, freedom and democracy.

Comrades will, no doubt, wish to make use of the opportunity provided 
by the General Council session at Indore to discuss the best methods for organis
ing the WEEK. We must ensure by our activities in this respect that the observ
ance of the week does assume a truly mass character and that we do not alios the 
particular affiliation of a union to interfere with our reaching that objective.



BONUS AWARDS

Since recently there have been some pronouncements of the 

Supreme Court and Tribunals on the question of Bonus, adverse to 

workers' interest.

The AITUC Secretariat requested some of the Comrades work

ing in the field of Trade Union Law to give us in a short treatise 

the position on Bonus as matters stand in fact and in law and the 

treads of development.

Herewith, we are circulating for information a note sent 

to us b7 Comrade K.T, Sule of Bombay.



FCR INFORMATION. (No. 12)

BONUS AND THE L.A.T.DECISIONS

The wage—structure in India is characterised by four distinguished 
traits: Firstly, wages do not stand and never stood at any of the three known 
levels viz. the minimum, the fair or the living wage level. They have always been 
standing at the line of 'primary poverty'. Wages in India never correspond with 
the actual material and social needs of the worker. They are paid as a consider
ation secondary to the main purpose of the grabbing of profits by the employer and 
are sometimes raised as an unavoidable measure, when the hitting strength of the 
worker is felt by the employer or the State.

Secondly, where wages are paid on the 'Payment by Results' basis, 
they are never paid in the right proportion of the increased production. The mini
mum target or norm is always much above the normal production, any result below 
this norm is treated as go-slow and misconduct, while any production above the 
norm, remains partly unpaid either directly by fixing a low additional rate or 
indirectly by showing the production as distributed in the team-work.

Thirdly, wage-differentials are not arrived at scientifically and the 
difference in the minimum and the maximum wage either of the same category or 
different categories, is always very steep even though the maximum may be itself 
quite low. This difference or height is merely a camouflage to tell the skilled 
worker that he is being paid very much more than the unskilled worker. The reality 
is that the skilled worker is not paid adequately for his skill while the unskilled 
worker so called, is not paid for the full labour he puts in his work. At both 
ends thus there is naked exploitation.

Fourthly, real wages in terms of their purchasing power, have been 
continuously going down from 1901 at least, even if reliance is placed upon the 
palpably unreliable official wage-returns commencing from 1873.

A general rise of prices began to take place about I860. Witij the 
suppression of the 1857 Revolt and the transfer of the administration to the Crown, 
"there commenced a new era of commercial and industrial activity, as the resources 
of the country were developed by the construction of roads and railways, the impro- 
vement of harbours, and the extension of irrigation"-----(imperial Gazetteer of 
India, The Indian Empire, Vol.Ill p. 457). This was really the esa of the imperia
list ravage of a Colonial Country.

The following tables illustrate how the wages never kept pace with 
rising prices. The first table shows average prices for certain main cereals and 
the second table shows average monthly wages in rupees of a mason, carpenter or 
blacksmith a typical industrial worker. It must be remembered that prices upto 
now have never reached a uniform level from State to State and wages shown are 
averages of urban and rural earnings:

T A B L E -I

Average for 
the years.

------—_____ Quantities sold per rupee in seers.

Rice Wheat Jowar Ba Ira
1861-1865 
1866-1870 
1871-1875 
1876-1880 
1881-1885 
1886-1890 
1891-1895 
1896-1900 
1901-1903

20.0
16.1
18.2
14.5
16.9
14.7
12.7
11.7
11.6

22.4
16.2
19.7
16.9
19.9
16.3
14.9
12.1
14.5

26.5
21.9
26.8
21.1
28.5
21.5
20.1
16.5
20.6

24.8 
19.9
23.0 
19.3 
25.0 
19.6 
18.0 
15.3 
19.1

26.0
18.4
23.6
19.9
25.6
19.8
18.5
13.5
16.5

gram were lower^than^those^PlSOA 1900°°hof wheat, Jowar, bajra and 
waters 1„ Bengal, Mad^/aS BeTaX^ r“ ^7“’
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T A B L E - II

average wnthly wares in rupees of a Mason, Carpenter or BlaeksMth

___ IN RUPEES----- ------------ , .... —------------------------

1901-3Province 1873-5 1876-80 1881-5 1886-90 1891-5 1896-900

Bengal 7.6 to
11,4

7.7 to
11.3

8.0 to
12.0

8.6 to
12.8

9.0 to
14.1

10.2 to
14.6

11.4i

15.3_

Agra 9.8 8.9 8.2 to
9.3

8.4 to
10.6

9.7 to
10.8

8.8 to
9.6

8.9 to
10.3

Oudh 7.1 7.4 to
7.9

7.6 to
8.1

7.5 to
10.1

8.7 to
10.4

6.9 to
7.4

6.8 to
7.4

Punjab 12.7 14.1 14.8 15.7 to
16.1

16.4 18.5 18.5 to
20.2

Madras 12.7 13.0 13.7 13.3 to
13.9

13 .6 to
15.2

13.6 to
15.6

13.5 to
154

Bombay 19.1 to
23.8

19.3 to
23.3

19.9 to
24.2

20.4 to
25.0

19.2 to
24.7

18.7 to
25.5

17.7 to
22.8

Central
Province: 12.4

13.0 to
14.4

14.4 to
15.3

12.0 to
13.9

12.2 to
15.5

11.8 to
12.8

12.9 to
13.7

Prices of cereals in 1955 are over ten times those in 1901-1903, while 
gross wages have not increased even by five tines. A single example can prove 
the point. In 1901-03, rice was selling in the city of Bombay at a rate of 11 
seers to a rupee. Today in August 1955, it is selling at 1,5 seers to a rupee. 
The monthly earnings of a Blacksmith in Bombay factories in 1901-03 stood at about 
twenty rupees. Today the earnihgs are about a hundred rupees (Rs.45/8 basic wages 
and Rs,55/- dearness allowance).

A careful comparison between prices and earnings will reveal the outsta
nding fact that the rate of exploitation and reduction of real wages have been the 
greatest in metropolitan dities like Bombay and Calcutta.

In the domain of Industrial Relations, the minimum wage, the fair wage 
and the living wage are still vague social concepts. Earnest wage-investigators 
have dispaired of settling with any degree of precision these standards in any par
ticular locality. The difficulty arises not only because of factual data not bcin 
readily available but also because of the uncertainty of choosing given standan 
of living as a yardstick and measure existing wage-rates and earnings against it1.

The one concrete fact that survives out of all this chaos, is the objeo 
tive fact of worker’s under—nourishment, loss of productive capacity and rapid 
extinction of a healthy race.

The Minimum Wages Act of the Central Legislature is applied to various 
industries by several State Government. The net result of the application of this 
Act has been to stabilise not a minimum wage but a fodder—minimum wage and to 
handicap sympathetic Industrial Tribunals from raising this absurd Statutory Minin

.Five years of the working of thg Indian Constitution has made no impove 
went in this situation and the Directive Principle of State Policy that "the State 

shall endeavour to secure, by suitable legislation or economic organisation or in 
any other way, to all workers, agricultural, industrial or otherwise, work, a livi 
wage, conditions of work ensuring a decent standard of life and full enjoyment of 
leisure and social and cultural opportunities....", remains a dead letter. The 
State is not only doing nothing to apply this principle inmaking laws, it is actu- 
a y allowing institutions .like the Supreme Court and the Labour Appellate Tribuna'

th® p^nc^ple ^G1? is declared by the Constitution itself, among other 
principles, as fundamental m the governance of the country’ .

about bonusSOme.^ the decisions of the L.A.T. and the Supreme Court 
aoout. bonus will make .this position clear.

special Act^alled1!??’ Appellate Tribunal of India was constituted by8
special Act called The Industrial Disputes (Appellate Tribunal) Act, 1950'. This;
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•h 4-or ;wnea.ls f*i*oni 3,W3.x*ds cind decisions of
bonus, etc.

The declared aim of the Government of India in constituting this Tribunal 
was to establish a uniformity in the Inlustra Awards and decasaons and set up 
uniform standards in the World of employer-empioyee relat ion . H “ Ihe tZ, 
las been so completely abortive of the very objects of its creat n, h Labour
Annellate Tribunal of India. The various fcxa Benches of the Labour ppellate inbu- 
nal sitting at various places in the country have no co-ordination with eachother, 
no concatenation of ideas nor a uniformity of attitude on ri^ ]^o 1^
During the course of five years of its existence, the Labour Appellate Tribunal has 
produced not only on the question of bonus but on every other industrial problem, . 
only a bewildering maze of contradictions. The decisions do not lead to a uniformi
ty of standards or understanding but actually create a mess and confusion in the 
settlement of industrial disputes. In their own arrogance as a superior Tribunal, 
the members of the Labour Appellate Tribunal have unceremoniously traduced long 
established practices in the various States in relation to industrial disputes and 
the upsetting of these practices has hardly ever been on the side and. in favour of 
the workers. The recent trend of the Labour Appellate Tribunal s decisions has been 
so pronouncedly anti-working class, that the I.N.T.U.C., the.very progenitor.of this 
Tribunal has demanded its immediate abolition. No quasi—judicial authority in ndia 
has brought itself into such rapid disrepute as the Labour Appellate Tribunal. The
re undoubtedly, are a few decisions of the Labour Appellate Tribunal which are 
highly progressive and exceedingly commendable from the working class point of view. 
But they are exceptions and they are decisions of one or two members of the.Labour 
Appellate Tribunal who were openly sympathetic to the working class aspirations 
(Punjab National Bank - 1952 II.L.L.J.648; Mill Mazdoor Union., - 1951 I.L.L.J.U7) 
Other Benches of the Labour Appellate Tribunal have consistently refused to follow 
these progressive decisions (Kali Prasad V/s Broke Bond - 1954 I L.L.J.163;
Textile Mills, M.P. - 1952 II.L.L.J.624)

Before we proceed to analyse the L.A.T. decisions on Bonus, it would be 
more convenient to trace the history of bonus payments in India. Bonus today forms 
an inalienable part of a worker's wage and it is this aspect that the L.A.T. and 
the Supreme Court in its recent judgment in the Muir Milld case, have tried to 
demolish.

Payment of bonus once a year in addition to the regular monthly wages 
has been a peculiar feature of the Indian Working Class wages. The practice has 
been age old and with rising prices and diminishing wages, the worker has been fight
ing for bonus as a necessary part of his emoluments.

Denying an adequate wage to the workers, an employer in those old times, 
would be payment of a bonus, try to impress upon his workers how generous he was 
and how in spite of workers not having given him complete satisfaction, he, like a 
good father was giving them a Bakshis by way of bonus, A large number of textile 
millowners in Bombay used to give their workers in the late nineties or in the 
beginning of the twentieth century, a week's wage or half a month's wage as bonus at 
the time of Diwali. European firms in Bombay sometimes used to give it in the shape 
of a Christmas Gratuity. European Jute Millowners in Calcutta and certain Marwari 
employers would be giving a bonus known as the Puja-Bonus. In Bombay as elsewhere, 
this Bakshis never remained unpaid by the wk workers. The Seth's son would be 
marrying or the Seth’s daughter would be getting a son; gifts would be flowing from 
the workers to the Seth's bungalow anyway.

The first World War brought in its wake a rare awakening in the Indian 
working class and it ushered the age of the Indian trade union movement. The succe
ssful Socialist Revolution in Russia and the defeat of imperialists in Germany by 
the imperialists in Britain and France saw also the beginning of a freedom struggle 
by the Colonial peoples of those imperialist powers. By 1919 India was convulsed by 
a large number of peoples' movements on different fronts. The freedom movement was

P°®slble basis amongst the people. The working class was not 
S sections of the people. It was the most war-hit class

st^ unorganised was staging a number of fierce strike battles for 
improvement of its own economic conditions.

To offset the rise in the cost of living due to war theworkers be pan 

the past was merped w-HW +w w • number ox factories had been used to get in 
declared to be the new wage of SeTSrsT ’ ™"ber °f ' end was

After
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After 1919 however, struggles both for higher dearness allowance as 
well as a separate bonus, actually began to take place. Industries had not deve
loped then in India, as now. Heavy and basic industries had hardly been started. 
There was no Engineering Industry to talk of and the textile Indus ry - a ig. 
and secondary industrv in itself - was looked upon as the principal national indu
stry if India. It was but natural in the state then existing, that the first, class 
■battles of the Indian working class, should have been the battles of the textile 
workers. The textile bourgeoisie had reaped super-profits but had denied to the 
workers even a paltry wage-rise. It is on record that in the year 1917, wi 
twelve hours work-day, a number of textile workers were paid at the rate of eight 
to ten rupees a month. Struggles broke out in rapid succession. In the ity of 
Bombay alone, in the secondhalf of 1917, there were 45 strikes in the textile, 
industry. These strikes won for the textile workers of Bombay an aggregate rise 
of 15 p.c. in their wages. It is true that the official cost of living Index then 
showed a rise of more than 54 p.c. over the pre-war cost of living. In January 
1919, the entire textile industry of Bombay was for eleven daysin the grip of a 
total strike. The wave rapidly spread to docks, railway workshops, Government Mint 
and few engineering workshops that had by that time arisen in.the city. Completely 
1 aclHng a centralised organisation or even a central leadership and depending main
ly on their own elemental strength, the textile workers secured from the most 
powerful employer-class, a wage increase of 55% to those on fixed wages and 75z° to 
those on piece rates. The January 1920 strike secured for thd workers two outstand
ing gains. First, inspite of the provisions of the Factories Act for a twelve- 
hours day, the Bombay textile workers won a ten—hours day and second, in lieu of 
one month’s paid leave demanded, a month's bonus. Under a relentless pressure 
from the workers, the wage increase was improved further in November 1920 from 55% 
to 75% to those on fixed wage and from 75% to 80% to those on piece rate. In July 
1923, the Bombay Millowners' Association declared that the textile industry was 
suffering a set back and that the period of war-boom had ended and depression had 
set in. This was of course a bogus cry, for during the four years of 1920 to 1923, 
the Bombay textile industry with an invested capital of 19 crores of rupees had 
earned a declared profit of 23 crores. The cry of depression was a purposeful cry. 
The Bombay Millowners had seriously been considering the question of stopping the 
si practice of the annual bonuses to the workers, because by that time the workers 
had already begun to look upon bonus as an essential part of their wage and had 
resolutely refused to look upon it as a bakshis ar an ex-gratia payment. The 
declaration by the Millowners Association of its intention to stop the annual bonus 
brought the textile workers again on the streets. By 17th January 1924, the gene
ral strike was already on. The Government was not slow to step in the struggle on 
the side of the employers. On the 22nd February 1924, the Government of Bombay 
declared the appointment of a Committee under the Chairmanship of Justice Macleod, 
the Chief Justice of the Bombay High Court, to enquire into the question of the 
textile T&&HKO&8 workers' claim for bonus. The Macleod Committee as was expected, 
expressed the opinion that the workers had no legal right to claim bonus. After 
examining the basis of bonus which was paid to the mill—workers for five years 
since 1919, the Committee said that "the mill workers have not established any 
enforceable right to the payment annually of a bonus". The Committee had however 
to admit that the claim of bonus "is a question of bargaining between the workers 
and the employers in which consideration might be given to principles of equity".

After untold repression, terrorisation and treachery on the part of 
certain self-styled leaders of the workers, the struggle was given up. Bonus 
ceased to be a part of the wage. The Bombay textile workers by reason of the stopp
ing of their annual bonus suffered a wage-cut of about 8%.

, i p Cnestion of bonus again assumed serious proportions after the out-
War’ Profits ware mounting up and the cotton textile,

+ In+lZ °a S’+^ e other industries were making each year more money than 
after ’ Tte Bombay textile workers again took tte lead and
of the workers i e"BaPt,la of f°rty days won for themselves and for the rest 
dearXs SlowsX nr a War dear food allowance briefly known as
dearness allowance. On the official cost of living index basis the dearness 

the rise ln the =°st of living to the extent 
tovemAj raXeSaS™® aooordlng to our estimates was roughtly near On 
struggle for more bonus camo + Nxllowners again started giving an annual bonus. The 
Bombay. It “to “ the year 1943 in the city ol
the question of the Character tfBonuJ 1 I®83”“"Crete positions 0"
deferred wage that thev- hna • \ id workers claimed that bonus was a
in a year « P^» - “ P««^>
profits made, that in I vear of nno bonus mst be related to the amounts of 
given out of reserves ar^that bonus pr?Sperity or no prosperity, bonus must be 

rves and that bonus being a part of the wages, has priority over
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* l • "he The employers claimed that 
over dividends, taxation, rehabilita ion e was a voluntary or ex-gratia
(1) workers had no legal daim t b U discretion, (3) quantum, of bonus had 

payment mde by the employers i higher profits did not mean higher
no arlttatloal relation to the profits and a and
bonus and (4) industry could not afford w pay 
bonus in the year 1943-

_ ir hlc fOur Economic Problem' has
Referring ^^hndifn Employers: "Indian employers and capitalists 

S that whilst they were sincerely anxious to improve these 
their anxiety to improve these conditions was limited

this indictment to make a, 
have always urged the plea 
conditions of Indian labour, t.---- _ .
by their anxiety to earn profits. The capacity 
their criterion for determining what they might

of the 
do for

industry to bear was to be
improving the conditions

of labour....
equivalent at times to total 

i 15 to 20 and 30 p.c. and 
is only possible in a

To charge commissions as Managing Agents 
profits, to distribute dividends at rates varying from 

not Su™, 

well organised". (P.358, 1943 Edition).

Between 1943 and 1946 under the provisions of the Defence of India 
Rules and from 1947 onwards under the Industrial Disputes Act, hundreds una u r s 
of bonus disputes were referred to adjudicators and Tribunals by Provincial cv s.

Rarely in the awards of these adjudicators, an attempt was made to 
discuss or decide tte nature of the workers' claim to bonus. All that the tribunes 
did was to find out what small sum could be given to workers from the profits o„ 

the concern.

Sone adjudicators actually took the strict juristic view of "any 
explicit or implied promise to pay bonus as the basis of the xixix* claim . a _ew 
exceptions to this reactionary attitude can certainly be quoted. Justice bhagla 
(as he then was) in his award in the General Motors dispute, observed: "It is 
almost the universally accepted principle now that the profits are made possible 
by the contribution that both capital and labour make in any particular industry, 
and I think it is also conceded that labour has a right to share in increased 
profits that are made in any particular period”•

For the first time, in a sense, in the year 1943, the Industrial 
Court, Bombay declared in unequivocal terms "that the jurisdiction for such demands 
as industrial matter arises specially when wages fall short of living wage stand
ard and the industry makes huge profits, part of which are due to the contribution 
which the workers make in increasing production, the demand for a bonus is therefore 
an industrial claim when either or both thdse conditions are satisfied. It is to 
be remembered that adequate wages and dearness allowance, if any, for increased 
cost of living are the first charge on industry but the workers may reasonably ask 
for a bonus when there are enhanced profits, when dividends are paid out after 
providing for taxation and depreciation, specially when their wages are below the 
living wage standard".

This view was endorsed by an Industrial Tribunal appointed by the 
Government of West Bengal in connection with an industrial dispute between the 
employers and employees of 36 cotton mills.

Shri D.G.Kamerkar, an ex-President of the Industrial Court, Bombay 
as Tribunal in the Mazagoan Dock dispute went a step further and held that "the 
claim of the workmen for a bonus so long as the living wage standard has not been 
attained, will remain justifiable and it must have precedence' over items of cost 
such as the Managing Agents’ remuneration and commissions, taxation provision and 
all reserves other than for depreciation and general reserves".

In a later award in the bonus dispute in the entire textile industry 
in Bombay, the Industrial Court, Bombay* clarified the position still further:

"Such a demand derives its strength where the living wage standard 
has not been reached, from a feeling of deficiency in the means to attain the 
necessary standard of living. Therefore bonus in such circumstances no doubt serves 
as a temporary satisfaction, wholly or in part of his need. Theoretically adequate 
wages and dearness allowance kx should be the first charge on the industry. Labour 
as well as the working capital employed in the industry both contribute to the 
profits made and both are therefore entitled to claim a legitimate return out of the
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far as labour is concerned must be

of the profit and such ^^iwate re^rJgS°owever to be remembered that a claim to 
based on the living wage standard. standard were completely attained,
bonus might be admissible even. if the livi stand d hasnot been
It may therefore be stated that so long a character of the satisfaction, often 
attained the bonus partakes P™^ily th th^legitin]ate income of the average 
partial and temporary, of ^1^ J h inconE has been attained it would also 
worker in th an industry and that once s h character of bonus it
partake the character of profit sharing. ag a demand for profit sharing pure
would be a mistake to regard | d^a Committee on Profit sharing have held, that 
and simple. Even if itbe held as the Co it,able, it would be proper in

aM Xn a for taxation".
reasonable reserves

of the

in this situation of the ^vestao^ bonus°dispute^
1950 and the very first appeal it decided w g
Bombay Textile Workers.

L.A.T.
field.

Every lower Tribunals feels itself bound by thio 
and ever since 1950, it is this L.A.T.formula about bonus

decision of the 
that holds the

demonstrated the 
not satisfied 
method of adjudica-

The five years working of this bonus formula has 
devastating nature of the formula itself. The L.A.T.however was 
with lavinc down the absurd, unscientific and anti-working class 
ting upon I demand for bonus, it went on modifying it Bench by 
and more fetters on the possibility of workers winning a bonus even though enormous 
profits would be made by the employer.

Posing as Industrial Peace Prophets, the Full Bench of the L.a.T. 
consisting of all the first five members appointed to it, set itself to the as o 
formulating definite principles relating to bonus in these words:

’’Without doubt principles are necessary in order to serve as guide 
for future years, as that is likely to lead to a uniform practice and to promote 
harmonious relations between capital and labour and ensure industrial peace, things 
which are very desirable and which would tend to increase production, which the 
welfare of the nation urgently requires". Industrial peace, harmonious relations, 
increase of production — very tall order indeed for this infant terrible!

The very first thing the Full Bench of the Labour Appellate .tribunal 
did was to refuse to treat individual units in one centre as one industrial unit and 
began differentiating between profit making units and loss making units in the same 
industry in the same locality.

Before we aertual 1 y go to see what those principles about bonus are 
according to the L.A.T., it would be both amusing and instructive to learn what Shri 
H.V.Divatia, the First President of the Industrial Court, Bombay, and by far one 
of the most erudite of the Industrial Law Judges in India has to say about this 
L.A.T.Formula. Giving his Award as an Umpire in the 1952 Ahmedabad Textile Bonus 
dispute, Shri Harsidhbhai Divatia observes as follows:

"Ever since the former practice of taking all the mills in one 
centre as one unit for the purpose of determining the bonus, was given up, there 
has been dissatisfaction on both sides on the bonus question every year and in my 
view this change as well as the formula set up by the L.A.T. have made the bonus 
issue a very complicated one resulting in bitterness on both the sides instead of 
promoting peace and harmony between the employers and workers. I hope the whole 
matter is reconsidered at the highest level"

The 'definite' principles about bonus laid down by the L.A.T. may 
be now summarised:

(1) Bonus is not an ex-gratia payment as, if resisted, the claim to it
gives rise to an industrial dispute.
(2) Where living wage is paid, bonus becomes a cash incentive to greater
effeciency and production.
(3) Where industry is stablised and can be counted upon to pay a living
wage, the same should be paid preferably to a bonus.

Where capacity varies from year to year and the industry cannot 
afforti. to pay a living wage, bonus may be paid as a temporary satisfaction wholly or
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labour contribute to the earnings of the industrial 
should derive some benefit, if there is a surplus

wholly or in part, of the needs
(5) As both capital and
concern, it is fair that Labour 
after meeting prior or necessary charges.
(6) First charge on gross profits should be the amount of money required
for rehabilitation, replacement and modernisation of plant a»d machinery.

(7) Statutory depreciation must be allowed.
(8) Fair return on paid-up capital must be allowed.
(9) Fair return on reserves employed as working capital must be allowed.
This return may be lower than that on paid up capital.
(10) if reserves have been capitalised and issued as bonus shares, that
must be treated as capital.
(11) If residuary surplus is larger, the concern should give a more liberal
bonus.
(12) The profit out of which bonus is to be paid must not be unrelated to
the efforts of the employees.
(13) Loss-making units in the same industry in the same locality must be
exempted from payment of bonus.

During the course of five years of the application of these principles 
to the payment of bonus, a number of other spurious considerations to exclude have 
been brought into play by the various Benches of the L.A.T. And these principles 
have been extended or enlarged sometimes so as to make a residuary surplus impossi
ble to appear at the end of the calculation. It was not for nothing therefore that 
Shri Divatia, one of the most eminent of India's Industrial Arbitrators felt the 
necessity of calling upon the Government of India to reconsider the L.A.T. bonus 
formula at the highest level.

It should suffice in this note to very briefly record how these princi
ples have worked against the interests of the workers in winning a bonus:
(a) The first principle that bonus is not an ex-gratia payment is by itself
bereft of any positive result for the workers and coupled with some of the princip
les stated later on, becomes completely negatory and sterile.

^he principle that on the living wage stage being reached, bonus 
becomes a cash incentive is a mere idle hypothesis. The L.A.T. in later decisions 
has actually held that bonus should never be allowed to be paid as after the liv
ing wage is reached, it partakes the nature of profit sharing. Profit-sharing is 
a taboo to the L.A.T.(Firestone Tyre & Rubber Co.'s dispute).

When disputes about wages reach the L.A.T. it lays down the x inexora
ble rule that wages strictly depend upon the capacity of the industry, that they 
f never be paid at a higher rate than what comparable concerns pay, that wages 
in the locality must be consulted and that they must not create a problem in the 
industry and should be related to the level of national income. It should be 
S living wage”^ that thiS ±S nOthin® but the ^P^^'s doctrine

ii waap priJciple that bonus 18 a device to bridge the gap between the liv- 
nXds LTteen oKer^ ±S temP°rary satisfaction of the employees'
needs, has been observed by the L.A.T. more-in its breach than in its practice.

the L.A.T. frowned with Associated Cement Co. - the Cement monopoly in India,
the company's eivine three av°ur upon the original Tribunal which had objected to 
month and Jefuling^o give a^ttl^moVb °ff\CerS Rawing Rs.1,000 to Rs.2,000 per 
The L.A.T. said that the tfdicers provide tT' ° W°rk^S drawing Rs’26 P^ month* 
they also require a bonus fnr conGern with brain and talent, and
months bonus given by the lower Tribuna^t* and incentive • It. reduced the four 
brought it to three. ° worRers and subordinate employees and

Subsidiary of the American S^ot^G^C .^th^L aV^h °OJpany “ the Indian 
given by the lower Tribunal to two mnn+u * 6 7’A*T* reduced four months bonus
exactly equal to the entire capital The ?°Ugh the Profits the year were 
ground that the salaries of the clerks WaS ^de on the ridiculous
service, equal or a little more thn the J? b? th® eiShth ye ar of their 
nies. Not even the faintest attempt wp” salaries of the Petroleum compa-

u aunempt was made to determine what should be the
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should be the living wage of a flagrant
re|uSationbofWthe prinSpl^ttat where there is a larger residuary surplus, a 

more literal bonus should be paad. loyers ls the principle of prior
(d) A trump card m the hand ution^f the L.A.T. had held that if
charges. A Bombay Tribunal it ghould be paid out of reserves. Nega-
bonus could not be paid hUtT°A T^s a'mJtter of fact 'ruled that no bonus can be

™ Ulc^ as wording capital,

(6) Reasonable Gratuity and other reserves.
Mo sooner these items became prior charges, the employers began 

claiming higher and higher amounts towards them.

How is the Rehabilitation and replacement charge to-be ascertained?.
Tho L A T without calling for expert evidence or appointing assessors to det™ 
The L.a.l. without caiimg TAv+ile Industry for replacing oldwhat would be the requirements of the textile n V Mst

in India textile mills started in 1890's have still been working without m h 
replacement. It is further known that during 1917 to 1926 and 1934 to^1.3 
Bombay mills had replaced old machinery by latest and highly improved type o 
machinery. The Platt Commission and the Working Party (cotton) appointed by t - 
British Govt to ascertain the future of the British textile industry, have admitted 
that a reliable forecast of textile machinery prices could not.be made by them.
The L.A.T. of course could rush where more competent persons did not dare to treaa.

In later decisions as in the A.C.C. and Ruston and Hornsby cases the 
L.A.T. without the slightest hesitation accepted the figures quoted by the employers 
for rehabilitation.

The A.C.C. claimed more than Rs.25 crores for rehabilitation to.be 
spread in ten years. Even the dullest man could see that where a seventy-five year 
old textile industry was given a spread over of 12 years for rehabilitation, a thir
ty to forty years old cement industry with ten times more sturdy machinery ought 
not to rd require such a short spread over of 10 years. But the L.A.T. would he 
failing in its own role of guardians of industrial prosperity if it would not grant 
what the cement lords would demand. The A.C.C. decision is by far the worst Pro-, 
employer decision in the dark train of numerous L.A.T. decisions. And this decision 
has not come in the absence of any consciousness on the part of the L.A.T. that the 
employers after the first L.A.T. decision, Jmve been claiming fantastic sums as 
rehabilitation charges. In the Alcock Ashdown and Metal Box cases the L.A.T. has 
itself observed that? "Concerns had become rehabilitation conscious after the full 
Bench decision and claims for rehabilitation were expanding".

In the context of today’s situation, it has become absolutely necess
ary that the Govt, of India appoint expert commissions or working parties to inve
stigate the question of rehabilitation in all the major industries at least.

In the A.C.C. case cited above, not only did the L.A.T. not reduce the 
rehabilitation claim of the company, it refused to distinguish between rehabilita
tion and expansion. During the course of the forty years of its existence, the 
cement industry has witnessed booms after booms. Share-holders have been given 
considerable bonus-shares, the block has increased and the total production has gone 
up. The workers' minimum wage however still remains at Rs.26/-.

(e) In the bonus calculation, the L.A.T. allows the employer to deduct
from profits the full statutory depreciation whether or not th^ employer himself 
provides for it in his profit and loss account. Till recently the L.A.T. allowed 
in the Statutory Depreciation the initial as well as special depreciation. The 
Incometax Act provisions on this point of initial depreciation are clear. The 
depreciation cannot be charged to the revenue. The L.A.T. however would allow it 
thereby reducing the net profits and available surplus out of which bonus is 
supposed to be paid.

(f) The L.A.T's idea of a fair return on paid-up capital is the miniinn®
of 6% dividends free of incometax. In many cases it has permitted even higher 
dividends. A very important question arises regarding capital in the case of 
foreign concerns having merely production or business branches here without any
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. bp the cantal of such concerns?

any capital issue. What should be presu^^ the full assets as share capital. 
The foreign concerns in bonus dispu 1decision on this point. However in the 

The L.A.T. has avoided a ® Insulated Callender Cables cas s the L...T.seenB
as at least part capital and part reserves desem^

a return of not less than •

The L.A.T.
/ \ The L A T in its first decision allowed a return of 2% on reserves

The.L.A.l. in its ii industrv. Ever since then, the L.A.T.
employed as working JXstrv itself but in centres out of Bombay,
has raised it to in the Lexuiie mauo

The T A T failed to define what are reserves employed as working 
capital and ton pro^ in use ofit employers

claim a return even on assets which cannot be called reserves at all.

(h) As regards bonus shares, the L.A.T. in the Ganesh Flour Mills held
that a return little less than 6% should be allowed on such capital. Other benches 
of the L.A.T. however treat the bonus (shares) capital exactly as the cash^ capital 
and give them return as normal capital. The tendency therefore obviously is 
to reduce the profits by allowing higher and higher returns to employers.

(1) The L.A.T. in its first appeal held that where there, is a large
residuary surplus, a more liberal bonus should be given. This principle has been 
now given up on the ground that a large bonus will smack of a profit-sharing onus 
and should not therefore be awarded* An ingenious argument has been advanced by 
the L.A.T. against large bonus as in these words; "Bonus....is intended to supple
ment wages and not tc double or multiply it, for wages are not fixed solely on the 
capacity of a concern to pay. Care must also be taken to see that the... bogus __wlich is 
£g given is not so excessive that it creates fresh problems in the vici nity, that 
it upsets emoluments all round, or that it creates industrial discontent and the 
possible emergency of a privileged clasw.^ Furthermore we must not be unmindful 
of the impact of an unduly high bonus on the community as a whole". (Burmah Shell 
dispute).

Profits in India are not still ceiled. During the war-time and there
after employers made crores and crores of rupees of profits. The concentration cf 
wealth in the hands of the few did not purturb the Govt., nor the L.A.T. during 
1950-55 as regards the possible impact on the community as a whole . The apprehen
sions stir the L.A.T. only when the question of a high bonus comes up. Howsoever 
high a bonus amount may be it gets dispersed into the hands of thousands of workers 
xof and is not at all likely to have any impact on the society. This principle of 
not giving high bonuses is now being systematically used even by lower Tribunals in 
bonus disputes against the workers' interests.

(j) The principle that for the purpose of bonus, the profits of the concern
must have some relation to the effort of the workers, has produced some queerest 
decisions from the L.A.T. In Kanti Cotton Mills — a case from Saurashtra — the 
Bombay Bench held that profits from the sale of cotton waste produced in the textile 
mills are not related to the effort of the workers and therefore these profits are 
extraneous and should be excluded.

Cotton waste is a bye-product in various operations necessary for the 
process of spinning. During wa^ and sometimes even before that, certain textile 
mills preferred producing more cotton waste than yarn, as cotton waste brought more 
profits.

The 'profits unrelated to the effort of the workers' doctrine has been 
also extended by the L.A.T. against the workers claim for bonus, in various ways. 
The clerk's efforts are rated by the L.A.T. as inferior to those of the production 
workers and therefore in the oil concerns, the L.A.T. has proceeded to give lesser 
bonuses to them than to the workers. The role of distribution is intimately conne
cted with production and the L.A.T. without understanding the role of commerdial 
wage-earners as Marx called the clerical workers, has done them unjustified injust-

The instances cited above are sufficient to show the untold harm 
cause* by the L.A.T. decisions on bonus, to the toiling workers of India.

annmaoh J?erev®r a Bench of the L.A.T. holding a progressive or sympathetic 
is not followed b°r +wS ^ase would be deciding in their favour, either the decision 
is not followed by other benches or the decision is got quashed by the emplovers in 
S Ca^ <!• WL.J.1951 p^ U7) tte SSE
held that while ordinarily bonus was dependent on trading profits for the year,
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the vear consideration xx^xx of social justice should not altogether be excluded 
from^consideration and in view of the high dividends paid even during the year of 
loss, the L.A.T. allowed the union's claim at annas four in •

The mills immediately appealed to the Supreme Court and though no 
question of law was involved in the appeal, the Supreme adml 6 e j’PPeal
on the ground that under Article 136 of the Constitution, the Court was vested with 
exceptional and over-riding powers.to interfere where it reached the conclusion 
that a Tribunal had not given a fair deal to a litigant.

The Supreme Court quashed the decision ofl the L.A.T. .granting a bonus 
to the workers and held that the considerations of social justice imported.by the 
L.A.T. in arriving at the decision in favour of the workers were not only irrelevan 
but untenable. The Supreme Court said: "Social justice is a very vague and indete
rminate expression and no clear-cut definition can be laid which will cover all the 
situations".

All social concepts are always vague in the beginning, it is their 
practice that makes them concrete and clear-cut. So was the concept of natural 
justice. And so was the concept of Democracy. The Supreme Court if it was so 
minded or moulded could have certainly succeeded in defining it for guidance of the 
Indian people but it did not. As the Supreme interpreter of our Constitution, the 
Judges ought to have taken upon themselves to find out what was meant by such 
words as "a living wage", "a decent standard of life", and "full enjoyment of 
leisure and social and cultural opportunities" contained in Art .A3 of the Constitu
tion itself. How did the Supreme Court decide that the Tribunal had not given a 
"fair deal" to the litigant Mills? Is "fair deal" less vague and more tangible 
than "social justice" ?

The Supreme Court has in the Muir Mills decision laid down certain 
most disastrous principles. It holds that bonus is not a deferred wage, that divi
dends have a precedence over bonus, that workers have no claim to reserves of a 
concern and that even ona a winding up of a company, the employees in no event 
would be entitled to any share or interest in the assets and capital of the company

Time has come when this decision will have to be defeated by legisla
tion on the subject. Reserves are built out of profits which are the fruit of the 
workers effort. A juristic view of the type reflected in this decision is not at 
all expected to result in industrial peace or "fair deal" to the workers.

. . We must therefore resolutely in move to get the Government committed
to a policy in which the principles of bonus are restated in the interest of worker

, x , Indian worker cannot give up his claim to bonus so long as he 
does not reach the stage of a real living wage and even after reaching that stage 
e will.not.give up his right to share in the prosperity of his employer as that

prosperity is mainly the workers creation.

The whole social picture today 
is made to consort with paracitism.

is disfigured by inequality. Poverty

Dr. Shrikant Palekar, Director 
Tarriff Board in his latest study of "Trends 
has this to say about workers' poverty:

of 
of

Research Department of the Indian
Real Wages in I»dia - 1939-1950"

T "The poverty of the Indian working class as cart of +
ndian people is not a natter of opinion. It is a question of fact 

must be seen in order to be believed. question ox tact.
poverty of the 
This fact

tragedy to a TSXS T*? “ * S°Clal
moved deeply by this pitiable sieht of cannot, of course, fail to be
this sizable section of the World's population6 &But on the Part’ of
of a free enterprise system would be^orc-oH + ?Ven the most ardent admirer
fraught *th the ^t Lrloua danger 5^ 13

important role of woJteJ s^bth^ °n relations and the
now to make a conscious effort to brea/the^iof^fu! purpose. We have 
and working-class poverty in particular F cious circle of poverty in general 
dictum that the industrial proletari nt i + We bear 311 111111(1 the known proletariat is the spear-head of a Social Revolution."
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FOR INFORMATION

ON ASIAN SOLIDARITY.

AN APPEAL FROM THE INDIAN COMMITTEE FOR ASIAlj—SOLIDARITY 
(43- Western Court, New Delhi;

6th Septr., 1955

Dear friends:
The National Committee for Asian solidarity is conveningan all 

India Conference for Asian Solidarity at Hyderabad from October 14 to 16. We 
hall be very glad indeed if your organisation could participate m this onference.s

You will remember that a Conference of Asian countries was held 
April. The success of this Conference and the wide support itlastin Delhi last April. The success oi this ;

received from the leading persons of various political viefts and professions 
encouraged us to set up a National Committee for Asian Solidarity with a view to 
pnpHarise the very valuable resolutions adopted by the Asian Conference.

Events have moved fast during the months since April. The Geneva 
Conference of the heads of the Four Great Powers has opened the path to real peace 
in the world. At present the Sub—Committee of the Commission of the United 
Nations on Disarmament is meeting and people in all countries are filled with 
great expectations at the possibility of an agreement being reached on these, 
most crucial questions. At the end of October, the Four Foreign Ministers will 
meet and it is necessary for public opinion in every country to assert itself to 
ensure the success of this meeting.

The success of the Bandung Conference and the acceptance of the 
principle of Panchashila by several countries have given a lead for other 
countries to follow. There still remain several unsolved problems which must be 
solved. And many events have taken place on account of which new tensions have 

arisen. Our Prime Minister-has called for a ’Summit’ Cohference to discuss Asian 
problems. We may give our support to this call and make an effort to prevent 
any breach of the peace and the armistice agreement in Indo-China and Korea. 
Threats are being held out already for the annulment of the truce of this area.

Several other Asian problems remain unsettled. Taiwan(Formosa) is 
still a source of tension and has not yet been returned to its motherland. The 
Chinese People’s Republic continues to be debarred from its rightful place in 
the United Nations.

For us Indians, the violence and bloodshed being employed by the 
Portuguese against our people in Goa is a natter of the gravest concern.

On all these questions it is necessary that united Indian opinion 
should be expressed, not the view of one party or the other, but all our people 
together. Public opinion has already become a force, greater than that of any 
single Great Power.

But it is not only the political questions with which we shall be 
about the culture and the way ofconcerned at our Conference. The urge to know

life of our Asian neighbours is at its highest pitch. There is so much we can do 
to spread knowledge and understanding, the desire for which is born out of the 
new Asian resurgence and the need for unity. The Conference must prepare a 
concrete programme of work in every state for cultural exchanges, for the publi- 

instance, of text-books on Asia, for arranging study groups and
lectures on the various aspects of the culture of Asian countries) etc.
renrp nF th! field a number of proposals were made at the Confe-
tion for^concrete P™motion of trade, for the exchange of informa
tion, for concrete steps to raise living standards.

-ting to the status O^aS+^al questions,in particular the questions rela
th£ ohiMren, there is again a

holding .f the^oS^encro^tfe^eabefS UsZtLf So with the
Commission working for the exchange of qHenff .tomic Energy at Geneva. A 
matters will undoubtedly be able to oren^ tlflC information, and other connected 
The above renarka have to
which our conference can work. $ . indication of the broad outlines on

grateful for "St and • I shall be
Yours sincerely,

RAMESHWARI NEHRU
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WORK OF THE AITUC CENTRE,.

After tte 24th Session of the iA AITUC held at Calcutta 
ofSthe^technical M ^was then wrking^s the

Office Secretary of the AITUC continued to work at Cowades x^endra n,
and K.B.Panikkar, Members of the General Council, Satish ^Gonrade Makhdoom
T.R. Ganesan and U.S. Patil volunteered to work m the Centre. Conrade ^khdoom 
Mobiuddin, Asstt .Secretary came to work in the centre from y 95 
P.Balachandra Menon from September 1954. Comrade Chit ms was ^uly
1954 for Sanatorium work in Betul. Comrade^ Kalyan Roy went to Calcutta in Jovr 
1954 in connection with Coal Tribunal work. Comrade Mahendra Sen was sent to 
Parasia in connection with Newton Chfckli disaster Cpurt of Enquiry and then to 
Dhanbad to help in the setting up and functioning of the centre of the Indian^ 
Mine Workers Federation. He has cone back to this centre since last week of aug 
1955 Com. D.S. Patil left the centre in the beginning of August due to personal 
reasons and Comrade T.R. Ganesan left due to ill-health. Com. fanikkar is now in 
Vienna, while Comrade Viswanathan who was working in the WFTU office for about 
ten months has recently joined the AITUC centre. Comrade Satish Chatterji is now 
wnrking in the Road Transport front.' At present besides the General Secretary 
Comrades P.Balachandra Menon (Asstt.Secretary), Mahendra Sen, Viswanathan, Jose 
and Krishnan are working in the centre.

The centre today is handicapped due to lack of sufficient cadre to 
cope up with the increasing work. Since last General Council meeting, the work 
at the centre has increased.

We took up the following issues with the Govt of India: Attack on 
T.U. Rights in the plantations of Coorg; Cement Works at Surajpur in Punjab; 
and Textile mills in Delhi, and in the State Collieries of Giridih. Victimisation 
in Hindustan Shipyard; violation of T.U. rights in Asansol; Non-implementation of 
Minimum Wages in various industries; and flouting of various awards by the 
employers.

• Whatever representation came to AITUC, it was taken up, but it was 
found that there was little response when individual disputes were referred to the 
Govt. Even when such matters were taken up by our M.Ps, the concerned Ministers 
refused to take up individual cases and even the Speaker was not prepared to allow 
such questions in the Parliament.

AITUC made representations to the Govt, on industrial relations,planned 
wage Structure, charter of T.U.Rights, amendment to Employees Provident Fund Act, 
Extension of the Provident Fund Act, to plantations and factories connected with 
plantations and amendment ’to Industrial Disputes Act.

Our Labour M.Ps in Parliament have moved the following a mend-Ing Bi 11 s 
after consultation with the AITUC and in the case of Motor Transport with the 
National Federation also. r

1. Industrial disputes (Amendment) Bill.
2. Factories (Amendment) Bill ,
3. Workmen's Compensation (Amendment) Rill .
4. Motor Vehicles (Amendment) Bill ,
5. Motor Labour Bill .

q he n c°^ade Satyapriya Banerji moved a non-official resolution in the Rajya 
mnithSnt^o^3afety c°al nines and award deterrant
iS rJXlution S ^Si™ ?£V Comrade Majumdar moved a non-offic-
tnL -2? in the Rajya Sabha urging appoint of a committee of M.Ps to inauire

' Interference with trade union activities of the

U.P p, • ^Presentations were made to the Govts of Bengal Assam
Punjab, Delhi, Bihar, Bhopal, Andhra Madras T—C S+o+o ar Jviolation of T.U.Rights in these States. ’ State and Coorg on the

Mini™ Wagos'^ provisions of the

workers and goonda attacks on T.U. workers In °f tha trade union
of theawards, closure of factories and the ’mi a^ras is the non-implementation 
in Punjab the’ desand is for t£ Zlth^ Of ”rker5’

wirndrawal of the police cases and reinstatenent
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of victimised textile workers of Amritsar‘ without hindrance■trade unions to organise and work
In Delhi and Corrg, the right of 

from the employers 1b being

challenged. 
centre.

All these have been taken up with the concerned Governments by the

representation in the ILOThe AITUC though it was not given any . .
„ ~ Tin mvp its views on such subjects as welfareCommittees, or sub-committees under ILO, gave ius views f
facilities for workers, vocational training, on penal sanction for f 
contract and unratified conventions.

The AITUC is not represented in the following committees constituted 
by the Union Government:

1. Industrial Committee onCoal Mines.
2. ” ” on Cement.
3. ” ” on Tanneries.
4. n n oh Cotton.
5. « n On Jute.

Except in plantation we are not in any industrial committee and even in the planta
tion, we would not have been there but for the agitation we kicked up.

We were represented in the Minimum Wages Committees (Comrades Chopra, 
from Punjab; Indrajit Gupta from Bengal and Balachandra Menon)Plantation Industrial 
Committee (Com. Satyan Mazumdar, M.P.), Indian Labour Conference (Com. P.Ramamurthy, 
Indrajit Gupta, S.I.Kolhatkar, and ASR Chari),* Industrial Housing XESiXJSXXXhhaXXLS 
(Comrades Manna from Delhi and Shantaram Pai from Mangalore), and in the Labour 
Panel of the Planning Commission (Com. S.A.Dange). Com, Balachandra Menon is in 
the Housing and Regional Planning Panel, Comrade Tushar Chatterjee, M.P. represents 
the AITUC in the Provident Fund Committee and Com. Deo Prosad Ghosh in the Tea 
Board. Com. Rosamma Punnose is now taken on the Rubber Board,

The following delegations on behalf of the AITUC attended May Day 
celebrations in various countries on invitations from their national trade union 
centres:

1. USSR - Comrades Ranen Sen, S.G. Patkar, Manoranjan Roy, Balachandra Menon, 
K.B.Panikkar and Sidhanta.

2. CHINA - Comrades Jyoti Basu, V.D. Deshpande, Mohd.Elias, K.Ramani, Gulabrao
Ganacharya, and S.G. Lokhre.

3. RUMANIA - S.S.Mirajioar and Samuel Augustine.
A. CZECHOSLOVAKIA - Comrades Makhsoom Mohiuddnn and Shatish Chatterjee.

The following TUI meetings were attended by the AITUC representatives:

1, MINERS1 TUI - Comrade Narasimhan of Kolar Gold Fields.(also WFTU Gere r al council
2. TEXTILE TUI — ” P. Ramamurthi.
3. LEATHER TUI - n Sailen Paul.

Comrade Robin. Mukherji and Comrade P .V .Upadhyaya were nominated to 
the Engineering T.U.I. and Food and Tobacco T.U.I. meetings respectively. We are 
informed that Com. Robin was refused passport. And Com. Upadhyaya has not yet 
received passport.

Comrade S.A. Dange attended all the WFTU Executive and General Council 
meetings during this period.

The AITUC * s influence TXY^^x^vKy y vy x u • u ki
^tX^or^7' rhe IT0""1 State UnltS arS “ tOUOh XXtrJ 
be folSS • ' ften in the Case Of strikes and the tactics to

is week The centre gui^ance is 5ought. But still the organisation
777* ihe centre 13 looked upon to guide and advice only when verv nrehsinr 
problem or important strike actions fa face the Comrades. XXX Sf 
toettell?UC InlXX tT" abt?0 SUrnlSh th= ^trod trade union statistics 
with all the particular 6 we kave not been able to furnish the GovernmentcoSades have-not mXd I?spit<r ^Pea^ed Circulars and reminders
particulars asked for. The Andhra PTUC^a^i111 Andhra one union has given the 
total membership but tfe ne^ed a Ust of unions and

P our the needed particulars are lacking. No union in Assam has given
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of victimised textile workers of Amritsar. In Delhi and Corrg, the right of. 
trade unions to organise and work without hindrance from the employers is being 
challenged. All these have been taken up with the concerned overnments by the 
centre.

The AITUC though it was not given any representation in the ILO 
Committees, or sub—committees under ILO, gave its views on such subjects as welfare 
facilities for workers, vocational training, on penal sanction for breaches of 
contract and unratified conventions.

The AITUC is not
by the Union Government:

represented in the following committees constituted

1.
2.

Industrial Committee onCoal Mines
n tt on Ceme nt.

3. I! n on Tanneries
4. tt n oh Cotton.
5. tt ti on Jute.

Except in plantation we are not in any industrial committee and even in the planta
tion, we would not have been there but for the agitation we kicked up.

We were represented in the Minimum Wages Committees (Comrades Chopra 
from Punjab; Indra jit Gupta from Bengal and Balachandra Menon) t Plantation Industrial 
Committee (Com. Satyan Mazumdar, M.P.), Indian Labour Conference (Com. P.Ranamurthy, 
Indrajit Gupta, S.Y.Kolhatkar, and ASR Chari),- Industrial Housing XESSXlXXXEWaxx 
(Comrades Manna from Delhi and Shantaram Pai from Mangalore), and in the Labour 
anel of.the Planning Commission (Com. S.A.Dange). Com. Balqchandra Menon is in 

the Housing and Regional Planning Panel, Comrade Tushar Chatterjee, M.P, represents 
the AITUC in the Provident Fund Committee and Com. Deo Prosad Ghosh in the Tea 
Board. Com. Rosamma Punnose is now taken on the Rubber Board,

The following delegations on behalf of the AITUC attended May Day 
celebrations in various countries on invitations from their national trade union 
centres:

1. USSR. - Comrades Ranen Sen, S.G. Patkar, Manoranjan Roy, Balachandra Menon, 
K.B.Panikkar and Sidhanta.

2. CHINA - Comrades Jyoti Basu, V.D. Deshpande, Mohd.Elias, K.Ramani, Gulabrao 
Ganacharya, and S.G. Lokhre.

3. RUMANIA — S.S.Mirajinar and Samuel Augustine.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA - Comrades Makhsoom Mohiuddin and Shatish Chatterjee.

The following TUI meetings were attended by the AITUC representatives:

1. MINERS1 TUI - Comrade Narasimhan of Kolar Gold Fields.(also WFTU General council
2* TEXTILE TUI - n p. Ramamurthi.
3. LEATHER TUI - r Sailen paul>

the En^uAA^na°?ndT Rob^n_MuRherJi and Comrade P .V .Upadhyaya were nominated to 
hh + r and Food and Tobacco T.U.I. meetings respectively. We are

received JStport. refUSed Passport. And Com. Upadhyaya has riot yet

meetings . Comrade S.A, Dange attended all the WFTU Executive 
during this period. and General Council

The AITUC * s influence u . , .
Increased is recently. The Regional end State Unite are in touch wit h^1 rent r^ 
te Pem- Often “ the of grikes aSthe tactics to
. JS1 the centre's advice and guidance is sought. But still the organisation 
^robX* ? lo°ked uP°n to ^ide ^d advice only when very pressZ
problems or important strike actions ix face the Comrades. The unionsPand the 
10^™^%"^ abv° Tnish tta
with all the cartel result we have not been able to furnish the GovernmenteiwaS SVS SX In3Plt- °i repeated and reminders

particulars asked for. tU Whn mc^riiren ®iV“total membership but the reeded parti^areUek  ̂ ^giren
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given the particulars, but the Assam PTUC has given us a list which does not 
contain the information we wanted. The Bombay PTUC has g 3
unions and their membership but registration numbers and other particulars have 
not been furnished. Eleven unions from have sent the statistics fully. In 
Hyderabad only one union out of 49 has given the necessary i 15in* 
South Kanara has given the list of unions and membership, but without the date 
and number of registration etc. Malabar has not given the list of unions,asci 
so too T-C State. Six unions from Malabar and six unions from T- tate have 
given the information. Out of 242 unions in West Bengal only 15 have complied 
with our request, Gujerat has given a list containing all the particulars; so 
too Punjab. Rajasthan's particulars are for 1953—54* Seven unions from Tamilnad 
have given their membership figures and other details in full. Neither U.F. TUG 
or its unions have given us any information in this regard; so also the Madhya 
Pradesh TUG. One union from Madhya Bharat has given the required particulars. 
Orissa PTUC and unions are silent. Saurashtra's list contains the names and 
membership only.

Since Calcutta Session (24th Congress) 99 unions out of 925 have 
paid affiliation fees either in full or in part.

Only 23 unions have paid their subscription for T.U.Record, Four 
unions have paid half-yearly subscriptions.

Seven new unions have applied for affiliation out of which two 
unions in Malabar have applied without sending any affiliation fees.

The Committees of Andhra, Bombay, Bengal, Tamilnad, Hydrabad, 
South Kanara, Malabar, T-C State, Madhya Bharat and Orissa often write to AITUC 
Centre on the problems facing them, while Gujerat, Karnatak, Punjab are on occasio
nal correspondence, and Assam, Bihar, Manipurf Madhya. Pradesh, Rajasthan, Saurash- 
tra rately write to the AITUC. U.P. and Delhi Provincial Committees never write 
to the AITUC Centre.

Unions in Andhra, Malabar, Bhopal and Madhya Bharat, Tamilnad and 
Bengal send their reports to the AITUC. Bhupendra Cement Workers' Union in Punjab 
often.writes for guidance. In Delhi the Engineering and Coffee Board Labour Unions 
occasionally write, while in Madhya Pradesh only Samyukta Kadan Mazdur Union keeps 
in touch with us. Rajasthan Textile Labour Union wrote thrice last year and once 
this year, while unions from Saurashtra and U.P. never worried the centre with any 
problem.

In accordance with the decision of the Nagpur General Council, 
the AITUC has been bringing out T.U.Record regularly. We also brought out 
publications on Bonus, Rationalisation and Resolutions of the Nagpur General 
Council meeting.

The AITUC Centre has issued 22 Circulars to State and Regional 
Committees apart. from the circulars to unions and industrial groups. Press State
ments have been issued on such important issues as Goa Satyagraha, Bombay General 
Strike, Govt discrimination against AITUC, Kanpur Strike. Darjeeling shooting. 
Decisions of WFTU Executive Bureau meeting (27th Session), on Com.N,M.Joshi’s 
demise, Amritsar Textile strike, BEST strike, on disasters in Mines in Parasia, 
Dhanbad and Amlabad, on Bengal Mariners strike, and health insurance scheme etc.

onH PTTiOo AJTUG Centre °an function more effectively only if the unions
and TUCs extend greater cooperation. We therefore suggest:

1* Unions should forthwith furnish the trade union statistics
address and membership, registration number and date, affiliation

most Sportot SSnfS. aM KegiOnal should take this as tte

2.
for T.U.Record 
the AITUC.

3.
to be sent

4.
to be sent.

77177^ °f fees and WFTU levy and subscriptions
should be cleared by 31st October 1955 - the foundation day of

Regular reports to the centre and news-letters to the T.U.Record,

A review of the struggles conducted during the years 1954-55



FOR INFORMATION - 41 - (No. 15)WAGES POLICY IN THE PLAN(S. A. Dange)Formulations of policies in the Second Five Year Plan raise the question - What is the Labour Policy in the Second Five Year Plan? Haye the Planners - that is the Government of India, who is to be the largest single employer in the Flan - any definite labour policy in the Second Plan? Have the private employers, who are the biggest private beneficiaries in the Plan, any new orientation in their labour policy? These questions now confront the working class and the trade union movement in India.The questions have become urgent because by November this year, the Government of India will have completed its preliminary investigations and will be thinking on the formulations of the Second Plan. It has already taken steps to establish a "Labour Panel", for the Second Five-Year Plan and has squarely put certain questions to the trade union movement in the country, which the trade unions must answer as soon as possible.The Second Five-Year Plan takes its departure from the First. It inherits certain experiences of the First Plan. In order to answer the questions of Labour Policy in the Second Plan, one might begin by asking the question - what are the experiences of the Labour Policy of the First Flan?The First Five-Year Plan has led to rise in production, both industrial and agricultural. Industrial production in 1955 is said to be 140 over 1950 as 100.What has the working class which has produced this wealth got in the First Plan?Workers were promised more jobs; they were promised better living standards and working conditions; more freedom and rights. Were the promises fulfilled as regards improvements?First Blow The first blow of the First Plan against the workers was to tell them that their wages had to be prevented from increasing in order to ward off inflation. The workers in Bombay, when they received bonus, were pre-yented from getting it in cash and their bonus was sought to be forcibly converted into State bonds. Only the united threat of a general strike prevented the Government from carrying out this attack on workers' earnings.But the policy did net change. Very soon, the Shastri Tribunal refused increases to the bank employees by quoting the wages policy of the Flan and everyone in India now knows how anti-working class the Government of India ’
T0™,,t0 of the bank^- The sSSSoS tTto the wools SITS V, T GOT9rnlKnt of «h° told blatant lies t he people about the alleged danger to the profits of the bankers if harper wage were given, has been now thoroughly exposed by the Gajendragadkar Tribunal.industries li^+p1^ • CaS® °f and most sweatedKa“ of miners, the representative of the SfXr n°f wages and working conditions increase ^ages of Snlrs collieries opposed the proposal to

Bengal, Darjeeling and AssanTthat th^CV3 °f P^ntation workers in West opposed the demand of the workers to rail^th^3!°f WeSt Bengal and Assam have and give them adequate bonus ZX wa?es to a h^er level,known to be making fabulous profits. hlS Britlsh“owned monopoly is
Governments have all ^n^beon opSsecTto^ Government of India and the State wages of even the most badly-paid worke • living standards andThat was their wages policy in the First^lan^6 most Profitable industries.
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Through Struggle.
,, . out bv the Government, andBut as against this, it can be pointed ouu oyi induq,tries have 

it is being pointed out, that the wages.of workers in was.es
risen in the last five years. It is said that the in ex o 
(1939 - 100) rose from 74.2 in 1946 to 103.1 id 1952 .

This index is not based on a coverage of the total wage bill in 
the country. Even then, does this rise show that the Government of I dia and 
its Party leaders really helped the working-class to secure an improvemen m 
wages under the Plan? It does not show that.

In the first place because every rise has been opposed by the 
Government of India and its policy-makers of the Flan.

Secondly, the increases were secured in every case on the basis of 
the struggles of the workers and not due to the recognition of the "Justice" 
of the claims of the workers. In. order to wake up the so-called "conscience of 
social justice", several workers had to die in the firings resorted to by the 
State Governments.

Thirdly, a large part of the increase is due to increased work-load 
and output by the workers, and is not increased wages for the same old output.

The productivity of the workers has increased by 38 percent over 
1906 according to Government statistics. What has the worker got? He could 
only get back what he was earning in 1939 in real wages. He could only recoup 
the vast losses he suffered during the war, but at the cost of his health and 
safety, due to speed-up, rationalisation and increased productivity.

It is claimed by spokesmen of Government that they have, through 
the machinery of the Minimum Wages Act, fixed the floor below which wages can
not fall and have given minimums for several categories of workers.

It is a fact that minimums have been tried, but in many cases these 
minimums are those that were already paid, in some cases they have even resulted 
in cuts on existing minimums, and only in a few cases they have given some 
increase in wages. The proceedings of the Minima Wages Tripartite Committee will 
show this.

Has this so-called increase in wages in any way affected the profits 
of the employers? Has this "social justice" cost them or the State anything? 
If you see the percentages of the total income generated in factory industries 
as shared by the profits of the owners and the wages of the workers, you will 
find that the share of the wages and salaries has been falling.

The share of wages and salaries which was 42 in 1950 has come down 
to 33 in 1954, while the share of profits, etc., which was 58 in 1950 has risen 
to 67 in 1954.

AMOUNT OF WAGES,. SALARIES AND PROFITS AND THEIR SHARES IN NET
INCOME FROM FACTORY INDUSTRIES

( Amount in crores of Rs,& share in percent )

Net Income from 
factory industries.

Of which wages 
salaries (b) 

Total Wages & Salaries 
Profits, etc. (c)

1950

550
193

39
232
318

19^1

690
206
41

247
443

1952

700
214

43
257
443

1953 1

730
207

42
249
481

35k

760
207
42

249
511

(a)

Share of wages and 
Salaries.

Share of profits, etc.

42

58

36

64

37

63

34

66

33

67
Source: Government of India, Indian Labour Gazette: Month lv Abstrant. nf

^4124^ and Estimat^^^ Income ,"92,ft-7,9 to
(a) rovisionally estimated, (b) Estimated as one-fifth of the 
as residul? UrnS °f the census of Manufacturing Industries. 
Cl Q i v O J-QU.O.-L t

1953-54.
wage bill on the

(c) Estimated
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Net incore from factorr industries rose from Rs.550 crores in 1950 

to Rs.760 XTwi or by 37r8roe„t. At the « «, there^oniy 

a nominal increase in wages and salaries, an increase = e+c fincv
offset by increases in the cost of living. The amoun o p ’R 
uding dividends, interest, rent, taxes, etc.), however, ^ose. *

to Rs.511 crores, or almost by the same amount as the increase n neu 
income from factory industries. In other words, almost e en ire increase 

net income from industries was taken over as profi s 0 e is ri u e 

crores

in the
in the form of dividends, interest, rent and taxes.

Thus labour which produces wealth and which has produced all the 
increased wealth by raising productivity by 38 percent, has actual y os. 
in its share of the increased wealth as compared to what the employers, inclu
ding the State, have gained.

This is the net result of the Labour Policy in the First Plan.

In the Second, the slogan of the Flanners, the employers and the 
State is - no increase except through increased sweating. Wear out yourself, 
your labour power, your life, faster and quicker at the machine, shorten your 
own working life to lengthen that of the exploiters, their wealth, their 
profits and then secure a few more rupees.

Exploiters' Way.

That increase also will not be in basic wages. It will be only as 
productivity bonus, as rationalisation, not an absolute basic increase in 
wages. The moment you lessen you» speed in wearing out your labour power,and 
try to live longer at the machine and in life, your wages, your means to live 
will fall.

That is the sheer logic of the exploiters, of the philosophers of 
productivity, that lies behind the Labour Policy of the Second Plan also.

Will the trade unions accept this logic? Will the unity of the 
working class be achieved to defeat this anti-working class logic? This logic 
neither builds the nation nor profits the people. It is only the logic of 
profits of capital, now hiding under the mask of Socialistic Pattern.

Yes, the Plan has to be built, the vast enterprises have to rise up, 
from the labour of man. But that labouring man himself must refuse to be 
crushed by the profit-hunters, out to grasp those .ftxits of our labour.

Big questions of policy are now going to confront the working class 
in India. And some of these will be debated by the AITUC in its General Council 
meeting.
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(No. 16)

followed a line^ prlctic!l 1 P°liCy’ the Planners of the First Plan 
and rationalisation^ But tS wa§es and supporting increased work
they desired due +w ^ey were not successful in this policy to the extent 
for wage inorea^ ac^lon oP the workers, who fought determined struggles
tor wage increases and against rationalisation.

™ , , ^he Planners and the Governmental forces at the Centre and the
_ $ ®® n°w hat the workers would resist this policy built in the interest of 

P • ence they had to work out a policy of industrial relations also.

What particular matters were covered in this field?

They wanted to make the INTUC and those who fell in line with it, 
the sole recognised trade union body in the country. Secondly to enact laws 
which would.make it difficult, if not impossible, for other trade unions to 
exist. Thirdly to make the process of settlement of disputes, so dilatory and 
involved as would either make the workers take to so-called illegal strikes or 
compel them to lose their bearings in the rigmarole of the Tribunals.

With all the suppression of T.U. rights and democratic liberties 
accompanying the enforcement of this policy of imposing the trade unions of 
the Congress Party and Governmental agencies on the workers, the leadership of 
the ruling Party did not succeed in either securing "industrial peace" or 
making the INTUC the sole representative of the workers.

Have the Planners of the Second Plan and the Governmental leadership 
learnt anything from this? Have they shown any desire to evolve a better 
policy, more in conformity with the interests of the workers and not only the 
interests of the Congress Party and its class-interests?

As yet there are no clear indications that the Congress Party and 
the Planners want a united trade union centre to build the enterprises of the 
Plan and secure the interests xxdxtkx of the workers also. They still speak 
of "industrial truce" as they did in 1948. They still think of enacting new 
laws on an all-India level, making one T.U. Centre as a "representative centre", 
through the force of law and the aid of Governmental and employers' agencies. 
They even want to go further this time.

They want not only to make the INTUC the only legally representative 
recognised centre; they want to obliterate others by imposing new registration 
laws for unions and a Governmental inspectorate to check up and supervise the 
records and workings of the unions in the matter of membership rolls.

A still further dictatorial move is to introduce the "close shop" 
in employment. It means that once a union is recognised xe and representative, 
it can ask the employer not to employ any one who is not a member of the union. 
It is close-shop to non-members of the union.

These features are already before 
Commission for discussion.

the Labour Panel and the Planning

What can we say on this question? Do we not want one union in one 
industry and a representative recognised one at that? We do. Do we object to 
prescription of a certain membership for it? On principle - No.

Then should not the law allow all the existing unions to compete 
and get the representative character by their merit? It looks very democratic 
on paper. But, as experience shows it is not. The ruling Congress Party by its 
patronage and its directive to employers can secure the required membership 
and the representative character to its unions alone and deprive others of it.

In such a case, what those who desire genuine representative trade 
unions to grow should do is to provide -

(1) that such a union gets its collective agreements ratified by the workers 
through a free discussion and vote and not have them imposed by mere legal 
force.
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(2)

(3)

XXresrofntheh3S eT0"61?11 V that ^rs can 
should ho r the 85^ of the employed who are not its members 
offJre h? ‘hat very law to elect its exeoutiveslnd’

openly, where a vote of not less than 51$ of its total 
tenters must exercise their vote and express the ir opinion.

selector X n°t.refuse membership to anyone and keep a 
practiced restricted membership, not only in theory but in

ble for the * SU? a/emocratic check up is imposed, is
give legal representative powers to a union.

than one ™(Then arlsf? ‘he question as to what to do where there 
continue? ’ with each other? Should this state S

national centred IndTeSs/ Tfe^ ^^0^^^

it permissi

is more 
affairs

so many-

for the workers^ °ne X’ X let 11
recognised to submit to nerindin i u 5 v°te and compel the union so 

o submit to periodical check ups of the votes of the workers.

One proposal, as suggested by Mr. Giri is as follows:

a secret 
securing

balteJ XXX’11 U"i°nf ln “ Pooled and
the workers - SjoXXs Xd X T X"8 • Th^ one

J r^y vor.es should be declared the representative.

It is a proposal deserving serious attention.

elect by Se^hP P°°?d membershiP all unions
want from a list submitted bv + he executive and office-bearers that they 
elected will be the new industrial unions. The executive that is so
transferred and the separate -° whlch aH the pooled membership is
and tte newly elected exetut ivin this general pool 
the election is by proportional'Wil1 be -P^sented as

also.
This method should be used to bring about a united national centre

programmes aXtToXXX ideOlo^s

and democratic method°of^nCtlonlna 0*4144 pr°"r™”!e> Principle, practice 
that basis the above nethod of discussed and agreed upon and on
ship can be adopted. choosing a united centre and local union leader-

everywhere. The Labou^Sel which discuses I'h’ are under dis™sslon
Plan can discuss this queKten °US5eS the Labour P°W for the Second

future has to teteX

the press show that the°Panel labour Panel that are appearing in
One - Industrial relations and a^

reason and not pres^on^th i'6 G°vernDBntal leadership might see
AITUC has asked^that X IX™ F011^. in Kanpur, The 
us see what happens to the Second Plan vrith^tded, f°r the next two years and let 
units. It is to be seen whX? r without utilisation in the existing 
sal seriously. Government ^d employers will accept the projo-

The

whole T.U. movementLabour Panel 1133 ^tly drawn the attention of the
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